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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Learning how to administer nursing care to the 
emergency patient is an integral part of the practice of 
nursing . Emergency medical care includes treatment of a 
broad spectrum of illnesses , varying from acute conditions 
such as traumatic injuries and accidents to minor ailments 
such as muscle sprains . It also includes both ivil and 
natural disaster care . Yet , there has been little study of 
the practice of nursing in the care of the emergency patient. 
This particular emergency unit study is the result 
of an interest the faculty of tbe Beth Israel Hospital 
School of Nursing had in evaluating the hospital's Emergency 
Ward as a place for nursing student experience . Approxi -
mately five months before this study was done , the nursing 
student experience in the Emergency Ward was discontinued. 
The faculty had not defined what they wanted the students 
to get out of their Emergency Ward experience. They did 
feel , however , that the activities in Which the students had 
been primarily involved , for example , assisting with elective 
surgical procedures and administering nursing care to in-
patients housed in the unit , did not give them a true con-
cept of emergency nursing. 
' 
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During this same period of time, the hospital ' s 
administrative group made some policy changes which would 
influence the emergency unit ' s patient load and, in turn, 
the kinds of nursing experiences available . The writer 
decided to take a cl oser l ook at the Emergency Ward , with 
the thought of providing some data which might help the 
faculty of the School of Nursing determine if the Emergency 
Ward now offered learning experiences which could be cor-
related into its educational program. 
Statement of Problem 
To as certain the types of nursing services available 
in the e ergency unit of a sel ected hospital for the p~rpose 
of examining how they might be used to help build an adequate 
experience in emergency nursing for the students in the 
hospital ' s school of nursing . 
The purpose of this study was to: 
1 . Describe the content of nursing services in the 
emergency ward of a selected hospital . This 
included the identifying characteristics of the 
patients , the degree of urgency of illness , and 
the types of direct nursing services rendered t o 
patients that sought medical care from this 
emergency unit . 
2 . Determine how types of nursing services to 
- 3 -
emergency ·unit patients varied with the urgency 
of the patient's condition. This included 
identifying the types of medical problems that 
the patients presented. 
Justification 
.For Nursing in General 
- -
This study will have relevance to the field of nurs-
ing because 1t is concerned with the practice of nursing 
rather than the practitioners of nursing. In recent years 
various nursing leaders have been 
to be done in the area of practice. 
ing a plea for research 
TQ the writer's -ImOwle~rs-e;- rio ·work· baa been ·clone 
that describes what nursing experiences are available in an 
emergency unit. This study might prompt other schools of 
nursing to examine their emergency units. particularly in 
the light of trying to provide adequate faciliti .es for ex ... 
perienees in working with ambulatory patients. This is 
particularly relevant because of the deficiency in public 
health nursing placements. 
For the W'ri ter 
------
~e faculty of the Beth Israel Hospital School of 
Nursing has been concerned about the quality of its educa-
tional program in the area of emergency nursing. They have 
been concerned vha.t the students get an educational experi-
ence in emergency nursing instead o~ fulfilling some of the 
1""""1 
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needs or nursing service. Result of t h i s study will be 
avail able and can be used by the faculty to help it determine 
if the clinical facilities which are available 1n the 
Emer gency Ward are suitable for buil ding an experience in 
emergency nursing for its nur ing students . 
Scope and Limitations 
The ata collected for this study described only the 
nursing services rendered directly to patients by nursing 
personnel . Indirect services (mostly administrative in 
nature) were described generally. but were not observed 
scientifically. 
The data represented one weekts activity 1n th 
Emergency Ward . Over the course of a Whole year. th writer 
does not know if there are seasonal variations in the use of 
the Emergency Ward . 1'he Emergency Ward itself has been 
described by many as b ing atypical of emergency units in 
general . 
This was not a time study, nor was it an attempt to 
evaluate the quality of nursing care rendered . It described 
what nursing services were perfor.med t or the patient and by 
whom. 
No attempt was made to judge wh t use could be made 
of the clinical facilities available in the Emergency Ward 
for nursing student learning experiences . This decision 
should be made by the faculty of the School o:r Nur sing. 
I 
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Preview of Methodology 
This waL a descriptive study. Data were collected 
by tb writer, in the role of a non-participant observer. 
Observations were record d on a tested checklist. Three 
categories of information r collected: Patient Identify-
ing Characteristics, Degree of Urgency of Illness, and Types 
of Nursing Services. 
The writer obtained the information about patients 
identifyi.ng characteristics from th Emergency Ward records. 
Nursing personnel were observed as they rendered variou 
types of nurs~ng s rvices to th patients . The treating 
physicians were sked to classify their patients , according 
to degree of urg ncy of illness , using prepared criteria. 
The data for the study were collected over a four 
week period (the l te spring of 1958) and represented one 
week ' s patient activity in the Emergency Ward. There were 
258 cases in the sample . 
Sequence of Presentation 
This study is reported in six chapters . Chapters I 
and II describe the background and the theoretical frame-
work of the study. Chapter III, The Setting, describes th 
Emergency Ward in which the study was conducte • Chapter IV 
includes a detailed description of the ethodo ogy used. 
Chapters V and VI include the stu y findings, summary, and 
r-
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conclusions. There is an extens ve bibliography on emergency 
units. The appendix includes samples of the meth dological 
tools. 
CHAPTE II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
The review of literature was divided into two parts: 
1. A discussion of the changing role of the 
emergency _unit in meeting the medical needs of the public. 
2. Comments about educational requirements, curricu-
lum planning, and characteristics ne ded by the nur who is 
prepared to work in an emergency unit. 
The {odern Emergencz ~ 
The publi.c' s use of the emergency unit has been 
changing. Since the close of World War II, an increasing 
number of visits have been made to emergency units. 
Shortliffe1 and associates of the Hartford Hospital, 
Hartford , Connecticut, report that , in a total of 90 hos-
pitals surveyed by them, the number of emergency-room 
visits increased by almost 400% (from 200,000 to over 
1Et'nest c. Shortliffe, T. Steward Ha.ro.ilton, and Edward H. 
Noroian, ttThe Emergency Room and the Changing 
Pattern of Medical Care ," New England Journal of 
Medicine , 258 (January 2, ~8}, 26. --
- 7 -
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600, 000) from 1940 to 1955. In 1954 9. 4 million emergency 
visits were reported to hospitals in the United States , as 
compared to 18 . 0 million visits in 1958. The greatest 
increase took place in the most recent years. 2 .. 4 
Let us loolt at some explanations for the increased 
use of emergency units . 
In 1954, Shortliffe5 and associates surveyed 90 
hospitals in representative communities throughout the 
1-iiddlewest and Atlantic seaboard about their emergency units . 
Some of the questions asked were about patients' uses of the 
units , physical facilities , population increases , staffing 
patterns , and the question "To what do you attribute the 
eha.nge in the use of the Emergency Room" ? Sixty- three 
hospitals gave the following replies to the quoteo question: 
· 
2American Hospital Association, ''Gu ide Issue" of Hospitals , 
Part 2, August 11 annuall y . 
3Hospital Council of Greater New York, "Emergency Department 
Services in Hospitals i n New York City, '' Bulletin of 
the Hospital Council o:f Greater New York, 14 (1959), 
r:::Ij:. ...... --- -
4a. Kaplan and B. Levinstone , "An Appraisal of the Emergency 
Room of the Newark Beth Israel Hospital , " Journal 
of the Newark Beth Israel Hospital , 10 (JUly, 1959 ), 
!'!"3-:rz.t.. -
5Ernest c. Shortliffe, T. Steward Hamilton, and Edward H. 
Noroian, ££• £!1., pp . 20- 25 . 
- 9 ... 
46% - inability of public to reach physicians 
on weekends, nights, holidays, for either 
emergencies or urgent appointments, and the 
orientation of the public to the hospital 
as a place where one can receive aid at all 
t:un.es 
18~ - greater increase of accidents (automobiles) 
13% - physicians usi g emerge cy units to ac-
complish procedur s formerly performed 
in their offices 
10. 9% - third party payment for emergency unit care 
10 . 0% - increase in population growth. The increase 
in (emergency unit ) population load was not 
dependent upon concomitant increase in com-
munity population 
2. 6% - patients• desire to bypass phy.sician's office 
:f'or economy reasons 
This study reflects an apparent change in thinking 
upon the part of physicians and public regardi g use of the 
emergency unit , the primary conclusion being that an in-
crease in patient load in emergency facilities is indicative 
of a shifting pattern in patient care. A tendency to regard 
the doctor primarily as a vendor of services has developed . 
This feeling has been aided by the te11dency of physicians 
to use the hospital as a point of reference as ~~ alterna-
tive to some other physician when the physician is unwilling 
or unable to handle the problem presented to him by the 
patient . 
In 1957 Brotin6 did a study of the pediatric patients • 
6aertram Brown, "Regarding the Emergency Room, " New En~land 
Journal !2£ erlicine, 258 ( arch 6, 1958);-5'07- 68 . · 
- 10 .. 
use of the Emerg ncy Room at the Grace New Haven Community 
Hospital (Yale University School of Medicine). Pediatric 
patients accounted for 15% of the total visits mad to the 
unit. Over a 4 year period --from 1952 to 1956--the total 
numb r of patients seen in the unit rose from 20, 000 to 
30 , 000. The most striking f ature was that nearly half of 
the pediatric patients studied use the Emergency Room for 
all their medical care, essentially as if the impersonal 
Emergency Room were their personal frunily physician. 
Other findings includ th following: 
Sixteen per cent of the p tients wer reterr d to 
the Emergency Room by private physicians. Eight per cent 
of the patients were unable to reach their physicians on 
weekends , nights , or holidays. Two and one-half per cent 
of the cases were the result of physicians using the 
Emergency Room to accomplish procedures formerly performed 
in their offices!. A more important aspect proved to b the 
use of the Emergency Room as screening site for admissions. 
over half the total admission came from this small group 
of patients referred by private physicians. 
The importance of the Emergency Room as a site of 
admissions became clear. Approximately 10% of all patients 
who came to the unit were admitted. Twenty-five per cent 
of all pediatric patients wer admitted. 
Brown summ.ariz s by saying that this study point 
L____-----~--~----
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up Shortliffe's idea of public acceptance of the hospital 
as the health center of the co~ity. Almost half the 
pediatric patients chose the hospital as their family 
physician. Yet the Emergency Room is set up to give care 
to isolated cases and acute situations. The majority of 
patients in the study needed care of a more comprehensive, 
continuous nature . OUr medical leaders and administrators 
must make plans to give appropriate medical care in accord -
ance with new and changing community needs. 
In 1957 Lee7 and associates at the Beth Israel 
Hospital, Boston, also did a study of their Emergency Ward . 
This study was concerned with current practice in the 
emergency unit--the patients , the circumstances and problems 
for which they use the emergency uni~ and the type of care 
they receive . There were 798 cases in the sample . 
Some of their findings include: 
1 . One - fourth of the patients who used the Emergency 
Ward had made recent use of the hospital's Out-
patient Department. 
2. One-fourth of the patients are attended in the 
Emergency Ward by private physicians, and a con-
siderable number of them are treated for non• 
urgent conditions. 
3. A wide variety of medical conditions come under 
7sidney s. Lee , Jerry A. Solon, e.nd Cecil G. Sheps , ''How } ew 
Patterns of Medical Care Aff'ect the Emergency Unit , " 
The Modern Hospital, 94 (May, 1960) ., 97-101. 
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treatment , rang ng from the most urgent to the 
purely elective . Trauma accounted for one-
third of the cases treated. 
This study points up the fact that the public's 
in~ge or the emergency unit 1s quite different from its 
conception of the outpatient department. vT.hile the out-
patient depart1a.ent is overlaid with connotations of in-
digency, the emergency 1.mit is vi owed as a place to obtain 
medical cazae under circum.stances entirely divorced from 
financial considerations . 
These three studies, results of which will have 
direct implications for planning facilities and staffing 
services of the hospital emergency unit, point up the 
change taking place in the role of the emergency unit in 
the changing pattern of medical care . 
Lindquist , 8 Chief of Emergency Service at the 
Santa Mon.ica (C.o.lifo!'ni a .) Hospital , says the following 
a.bout the change in use of the emergency unit: 
No longer can treatment of the accidentally injured 
person be handled simply as an adjunct to regular 
medical and nursing practice . A new approach to the 
problem is needed , especially to facilities . • • • 
It is imperative that people receive immediat 
attention. The high standard of emergency care to 
8
charles Lindquist , "Hospital Facilities Required ~or 
EIJ:ergency Care , " Bulletin of the American 
College of Surgeons , 38 (IOvember-Decemoer , 
1953 ), 378. 
;-;:,·-=:--~-
n 
i i 
I 
I 
I 
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whi ch the public is entitled can be made available 
only if appropriate hospital facilities are ready 
for service at all times . However the most modern 
equipment is no substitute for a well organized 
smoothly cooperating medical and nursing staff . 
The emergency unit , because of these changing con-
cepts, has become one of the important services in complete 
medical care . Advances in modern medicine and medical 
technology and concepts of medical care have been altered . 
There is a strong public interest in total medical care and 
health maintenance . Hospitals are accepted as the medical 
center of the community. Inpatient and outpatient depart -
menta have become essential to comprehensive care . 
Howell and Buerki9 of the Henry Ford Hospitali 
Detroit, also express this trend very well . They say: 
9 
The emergency room that func tions only as a temporary 
medical haven for free service is rapidly disappearing . 
In its stead is emerging an emergency unit designed 
for total medical care • . • . •• 
The influence of these new concepts of medical 
programs has augmented not only the use of the 
hospital but has altered its function , changed 
its architecture and realigned its perspective 
and purpose • • . .• 
J . T. Howell and R. Buerki , "The Emergency Unit in the 
1 odern Hospital , u Hospitals , 31 ( r.tlarch 16, 1957) , 
37- 39 . 
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The public has learned and coms to take for granted 
that hospitals offer emergency services at all hours, 
where any problem, surgical, medical, or psychiatric, 
can be treated. As prepaymen insurance coverage 
of accident and emergency medical care is increased, 
the demands upon the hospital emergency- service will 
multiply . 
In time, the hospital emergency service may find 
its scope extended to meet many general medical 
and surgical problema which the patient, at least, 
will deem urgent . As doctors teach their patients 
about the extensive opportunities for treatment 
in the hospital emergency unit and the relative 
ineffectiveness of many house calls, it can be 
anticipated that the number of visits to the emer -
gency unit will increase, particularly at the odd 
hours of the day. 
rrhis would indicate, then, that the traditional 
emergency unit, often only a temporary medical 
haven for free service , will soon disappear . In 
its stead will emerge the future emergency unit 
designed for total medical care , welding together 
soma of the features of true emergency service with 
those of extensive outpatient department diagnosis 
and treatment. 
In the emergency unit modern methods of diagnosis 
and treatment are likely to have their most 
dramatic application. It is here that rapidly 
dispatched accurate medical attention is needed 
and expected . For this kind of medical. attention 
all medical facilities should be in working order 
and immediately· available f or use at all h urs . 
All medical personnel should be schooled in emer-
gency diagnosis and treat ant; eaCh should be 
completely familiar with procedures and equipment; 
each should be on hand to fulfill his role in the 
emergency team. • • • 
• • • the development of modern methods of medical 
care has increased the responsibilities of the 
hospital emergency service. The factors influencing 
the expansion and function of the hospital are 
reflected in the emergency unit . • • • Its function 
- 15 -
will be more cl osely integrated with all the 
medical services of the t otal hospital s cene 
than in the past . • • • 
Since Kennedy10 (of the Beekman Downtown Hospital , 
ew York City) made his famous statement , "There is little 
doubt in rrry mind that the weakest link in the chain of 
hospital care is the emergency roon's attention to the 
injured in most hospitals , " Ch has been done by the 
medical profession t o ~prove standards of emergency unit 
care . 
The Committee on Trauma of the American College 
of Surgeons has done much work to improve treatment of 
emergency patients . It bas also made a point of stressing 
the emergency ward set-up as part of its accreditation 
survey . In 1958, the National Trauma Committee started 
work on a program a~ed at establishing a s stematic eth d 
of evaluating hospital e er ency roo .services.ll '.rhis 
program was conducted unrler the joint efforts of th 
American College of Surgeons, the A erican ospital 
1°11How Good is Your Emergency l)oo ? , " The 1odern HospitB:.l.: • 
83 (December, 1954), 61 .· 
Uir f Surgeons to Study Emer gency Service, ' ~Modern Hospital, 
90 (April, 1958), 7. 
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Association, and The Cornell University Medical College . 
A progress report , l 2 titled ''The Organization of Emergency 
edieal Facilities and Services,n was distributed in 1960. 
This report includes sunoSested standards for emergency 
unit staffing, s ace, facilities, equipment,a.nd m dical 
care, This report , contrary to previously reported studies , 
advocates that the primary function of emergency facilities 
is the initial care of acutely sick and injl.U'ed and that 
care of non-emergent problems should be decreased . This 
group is also doing studies 01 the a e ent of trauma. 
Finally, the following are two examples of studies 
dealing with education in the emergency unit . One deals 
with medical student training and the other is concerned 
with management of relatives . 
The Research and Educational Hospitals, University 
of Illinois, as one of the five medical centers serving as 
a pilot project for edical Education for National Defense 
Orfanization of Emergency Medical Facilities and 
ervices . 1rogress Repor£ prepared by tne ---
Kfuerican College of Surgeons, American Hospital 
Association,and the Cor ell University Medical 
College, July 7, 1960 . 
~ 17 ... 
13 (MEND), conducted a f ormal course in emergency work for 
'I 
+==-
the freshman medical students. The course included a series II 
of twelve lectures which included the nura.erous phases of 
emergency care, particularly as related to .first aid . 14 
•rwo social work students at Simmons College, Boston, 
investiga.ted the reaction and difficulties encountered by 
relatives of patients atts ding an emergency ward , hoping 
that their results might help tho ospital to underst~~ 
what the experience means to the relative and help it to 
beeoma aware of the social and e~otional needs of relatives 
vrai t ing in the emergency '-rard •15 
13G. Byfield • "I1edical Education for National Defense," 
Bulletin .2£ t he A 1erican Colle~e £.£ Surgeo s , 
40 {July-August , 19.5.5), 206- 209 . 
14w.u. Cole and J .H. Schneel ind, ''The Teaching of Trauma at 
a University Hospital," Bulletin of the American 
College £!Surgeons, 40 (July~Augus~l955) , 
204·206. 
l 5Lois Cohen and Nancy H. Day,. "Rel tives Waiting in a 
Hospital Emergency \vard n (unpublished 1asters 
thesis, Sim:o1o s College, Boston, 1959 ). 
- 18 -
Nursipg ~ ~ Emergencz ~ 
Huch has been written about the quality of medical 
care rendered in the e1 rgency unit , but very little has been 
documented about tlw preparation or and quality of nursing 
care given. \ihat kind of educat onal experiences should 
the nursing student have to prepare lwr to operate effectively 
in an emergency unit? 
he Approving Authority for Schools of Nursing, 
Commonwealth of ~~ssachusetts , l6 suggests that four weeks 
of the surgical nursing experience be spent in the emergency 
service . It does not specify What this experience should 
include . 
Tw. ty years ago Wood rs d Curtis17 commented on 
the quality of Qmergency instruction 1n schools of nursing . 
Their comments still seem applicable . These authors stated 
that educators have for some time been aware of the in-
16nst dards for Clinical Services . '' Prepared by the 
Approving Authority for Schools of Nurs ing, 
Co om ealth of '!assachlJ.s tts , State House , Boston, 
July 26, 1944. 
l7 ~rie Wooders and Donald Curtis , ergency ~ 
(Philadelphia: F .A. Davis Co., 1942} , p . vii. 
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adequacy of our first aid and emergency instruction in our 
schools of nursing. Emergency and first aid nursing are 
learned by doing rather than by lectures a.'rl.d a few de on-
strations . Time allowance for teaching emergency nursing 
is also inadequate . In hosp tals# nurses are placed in a 
protected nvironment with staff doc~ors and interns present 
to accept emergency responsibilities . We have had little 
eans of evaluating a student ' s knouledge and ability of 
a plication of first aid . Since first aid has usually been 
taught in the senior year as a separate cotu?se . t e student , 
owin her limitations for 11 er ency servic within the 
hospital , ti feel that s e as little use for this 
information. I.f her instruc i on had been correlated w th 
the sc ences and nursing arts , emerge1cy and first aid 
nursing t· ould have become so much a pax't o:r her education 
that the importance of this work would be fully understood 
and appreciated . 
What place in our curriculum should emergencies 
hold? In the opinion of \'looders and Curti ... , a. nu.rse must 
have a professional course o instrtwtion in emergeney and 
first aid nursin~ . It should be planned to meet the needs 
of both student and graduate nurses . An effective course 
t or nursing students should begin the first week of their 
! 
l 
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preclinical period and be carried through the senior y0ar, 
wlth content pl.anned al"'ound the medical needs of the 
population, accidents being one of the major causes of 
death in this country . A nurse is rightly looked to for 
expe-rt assistance , ana in ti.me of er. et->gency there is no 
excuse ~or inefficiency. 
Lindqu1st1 makes the following comments about the 
emergency unit nurse: 
• • • of great importance are the quali£ications of 
the nurse attached to an en~rgency department, and 
special trai ing is needed to enable her to Cleal 
with patients o£ this kind . It is not sufficient 
for her to h ve simply an understanding of the 
necessary procedures and to be able to 1vork in 
perfect coordination with the physician in charge; 
she must above all be gifted with certain qualiti s 
of per s onalit y ; and with an understanding of the 
needs of people 1n shock or extreme pain. ergency 
patients generally require as much psychological aid 
ana comfort as they do medical and surg cal attention., 
and the need .for ature human qualities and a calm, 
chee!"ful disposition in the emergency room nurse is 
great . 
Finally, this quote is ta.lten from the report '-'The 
Organization of: E..mergency t•ledical Facilities and Servtces. ul9 
18Linoquist , on . cit.* p . 3 o. 
--
19~ prsanization 2f Emersencz Medical Facilities ~ 
Services , ~· ~. , p . 11. 
---
! 
--
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Optimally, all nurses assigned to the emergency unit 
should be registered nurses. Where possible, nurses 
assigned to the emergency un~t should be by choice 
and t ey shoUld have an interest in emergency work. 
Where a nursing school i .s present, it is desirable 
that rotation through the emergency unit constitute 
an integral part of the student nurses' training. 
This policy will do much to prepare more student 
nurses for assignment to emergency work as graduates, 
and perhaps reduce rapid turnover of emergency unit 
nurses. Thorough indoctrination helps to make new 
nurses, as well as other p~rsonnal, feel more confi-
dent in a new situation. 
Basis for the Problem 
Educational experiences for nursing students' 
emergency experiences are taken from three areas: 
1. Formal course in :first aid. Since the scope 
of emergency medical care extends beyond the 
limits of first aid, a course such as this 
is not sufficient. 
2. An experience in an emergency unit. The value 
of this experience depends upon the type and 
number of patients treated and the kind of 
supervision the student receives. 
3. Admini taring emergency treatment to the in-
patients. Recognizing that a patient who goes 
into diabetic coma; or a pregnant woman, in 
labor, whose uterus ruptures, are emergency 
si tuation.s, i s one way of preparing the 
student. 
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However, these types of emergencies are 
sporadic and are limited by the type of 
patient . The student would seldom see 
initial treatment of traumatic ·ounds , 
burns~ poisons, and other injuries of 
this nature . 
Probably the best experience includes a combination 
of all of these areas . 
Because the emergency unit is now and in the :ruture 
will be playing an important role in the administration ot 
medical care , this t~iter feels that serious consideration 
should be given to examining and identifying the types of 
experiences student~ should receive in emergency nursing . 
So , in a small way, this v-~r1ter hopes , by d scribi!l..g 
what happens in one emergency unit , t o help this School of 
Nursing identify th t~es of learn ng exper~ences that are 
I available c.nd thus bogin to _dentify '\-that it '\trants the 
students to learn. It is hoped that the study will be of 
1 uso to other schools of nursi g in facilitati. g their 
carrying out a similar study . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i i 
CHAPTER III 
THE SETTING 
The Hospital 
~lis study took place at the Beth Is~ael Hospital . 
It is a 366 bed general hospitul located in metropolitan ; 
Boston and is in an area that includes several other hos-
pitals, a medical school, and a school of pharmacy. 
In addi t· on to emergency serv ces, the hoopi·tal 
also provid s medicaL , surg ca_, obstetrical, pediatric , 
outpatient, psychiatric ,. and Home Care services to its 
patients. It is a private community hospital and io supported 
by private contributions and patient fees. It also receives 
financial support from the Jewish community with which it 
provides free edical care to ward and outpatient department 
patients. 1 
1 Its teaching and research facilities are exte siva. 
Some of its teaching activities include: postgraduate , 
resident and i tern physician teaching programs} dietary 
internshipst, a school o:f nursi ; and training programs .for 
laborator , X-ra~ , and dental ass stants . It has medical 
school affiliation~ with Harvard and Tufts Universities and 
school of nursing ffi liations 't·Tith Boston Univel"sity and 
the New England Deaconess Hospital Schools of Nursing . 
---· 
1==*=- -=·==:;__: -· 
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Research programs are conducted in many areas. I n 
addition to medical and surgical research, studies are also 
conducted on social , psychiatric , and psychological problems . 
The Emergency ard 
Location 
The Emergency ard is located on th stre t floor of 
the north wing of the hospital . The entrance is off a heavil y 
traveled street and is very clearly Marked by a large illu-
minated sign. In addition, there is a ni~~t call bell on the 
door. The unit ' s V - shaped ramp ntrance opens into a parking 
area. The ntrance provides both back-up space for ambul ances 
and a walk-up area for ambulatory patients . 
FUnction 
The Energency ard has two runction : (1) patient 
care, and (2) professional training. 
Rendering service to t e ity -- eating most 
phases of its liledical needs -· is the primary purpose of 
the hospital . In t is role tl e ·~ er e cy ard has oade a 
valuable contribution. Durin the last seventeen years , 
the n be:x• of patients treated annual.ly in the unit has 
tripled ,. from 4 , 000 in 1940 to 13, 000 in 1957 ( ~igu.re l) •1 
The Emergency ard , during the period of this study lay -
JU11e 1958) , treated tho same volm e of cases that were se 
1 Sidney s . Lee ,. Jerry A. Solon, d Cocil G. Shaps , Ol) • c t ., 
p . 99. 
EW 
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Fig. 1.-Total number of visits per year to 
Beth Israel Hospital Emergency Ward, 1940 - 1957. 
I\) 
\J1 
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in 1957, approx· ~ taly 200 per week . 
Professional training is an equally important func -
tion, for it is through this experience that medical and nurs-
ing staff's can perfect their skill and increase their knowl-
edge of treatment and care o:f. e mer g e nc y illnesses. The 
house staff (residents and interns) rotate through the unit . 
More e phasis is plac d on the surgical rotation t an the 
medical rotation. Nursing ~tudents had in the past been as-
s gned to the unit; owever, at this writin , this assi nt 
has been temporarily discont·nued . 
!lEes ~ Patient ~ 
by the 
The types of medical s rvices rendered to patients 
ergency ard fall into four major areas: 
1. Elective procedures . These are scheduJ.ed in 
. advanc for the pat ants and are perfor d in 
or through the unit . 
2. Demand for medical care. These patients have 
an illne s and are seeking tn.ed1cal care. 'Xhey 
come to the unit from off the street , or because 
of t!wir previous association with the hospital , 
or they are brought by the police, or th y are 
hospital personnel. 
3. Care of inpati ts w t ps c iatric problems . The 
unit is the hospital ' s 11 saf " area, wherG sychi-
atric inpatients nb.o m y harm themselv s are kept. 
4. Disaster plan. The un t i respousible for the 
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:matnte a."lce and execution of the hoapital t s 
disaster plan. 
The Pat ient s 
Since there are no restrictions on the type of 
cases a ccept ed . they come ~rom many sources . Anyon who 
presents himself at the door receives treatment reg r~less 
of the nature f his illnec~. (The hospital oas not 
operate an ambulance service . ) As a result _ many Unon-
urgentu cases are treated along with the tt true" eiOOrgenciea . 
Hany patients are known to the OUtpatient Department 
and , whan it is closed , use the Emergency Ward as an ex-
tension of this service . 
Many fam1lius whose relatives require custodial car 
bring thD~ to the Emergency ard , expect ng hospitalization 
to result . Private physic ans use the mit to perfo1~a 
minor surg ca pi•ooedures on their private patients. 
!4any patients come to the · rgency Ward becausE) 
they are familiar 1 th th hospital . through personal ex• 
perience or col'!l!:lent s .from a riend; others eom.e beea·use it 
is the !wcpital closest to the seen o~ their jury. 
The unit serves as medical facility for certain 
industries in the area that provid 11orkmen's compensation 
services . It also receives patients covered by Boston 
Police Stat ions 10 and 16. { tati n 10 t~~es patients to 
Boston City, Beth Israel - Children ' s , a.Yld Peter Ben, B:r-igham 
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Hospitals; Station 16 takes patients to Boston City, Beth 
Israel , Chi.ldren' s , and f-1:assachusetts General HoPp1tals . ) 
Administrative Policies 
The EmerBency Ward is under the jv~i~diction o£ the 
D ps.rtmant of Ambulatory Service . Its physicia.n ... direetor 
is responsible f or the operation of the Outpatient Depai·t -
l nt, "'merge cy Wazod , and Employees Health Service. The 
unit is open twenty~tour hours a day, seven days a we k 
and has a pe:ruanent nursing staff . E:mer ency ·w re 
po11c1E:Js are printed and kept in a notebook v-hich ·is avail-
'a le to the stafi' . 
I•edical care i s provided by the houso staff; 
owo ·er , patients can request the servio s of privata 
physicians if they wish. All p .. t on·ts, excop those 
scheduled in advance for elective procea re~ , a~e seen 
first by the surgical house officer· who ovo.lua:tes the • 
He , in turn, either treats then, or call s the house officer 
on the appropriate service. or calls a private physician. 
A consultant staff is a~so vailable . 
Each patient , upon admission, is :r•egista!'ed in the 
Emergency Ws.rd Register -- a large ledg r th· ough 'tvhich 
he is assigned an Eme~gency vard record number a~ in 
which statistics about his visit are recorded . In addition, 
an Emergency Ward !YI.edical record she t is filled out for 
his visit. Each patient , on each adm.is"'ion, is ass·gned 
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a new record number and a new ~dical record sheet. 
During the study period , many patients were seen unof-
ficially, without a medical record she t being made for 
their visits . These instances included the ouse staff 
informally treating their fellow mployees or relatives , 
or privata physicians treating their private patient for 
minor procedures (for example , removal of sutures , examina-
tions, cast cheeks , soaks , and dressing Changes) . The head 
nurse gave the following information: an "EW" sheet is 
made out if the patient has "procedur s or bloods" (drawn) 
but is not made out if a private physician treats his 
patient without using the "facilities '" (meaning p~r onnel 
involvement) . She also said that since Blue Cross insurance 
does not cover many of these minor procedures , the patient 
would hav to pay for the service if sheet were made out . 
The patient is immadiately attended by a member of 
the nursing staff, who , if ne~essary , renders first aid to 
him. An Emergency Ward medical r cord sheet is then filled 
out . The doctor is called 11' he is not already in the unit . 
The patient is to be seen by the doctor within thirty 
minutes of his arrival in the it (unless the doctor i 
already busy with other pati nts) . If the doctor does not 
respond l-Jithin this time limit , the nursing staff calls 
another doctor . 
Only l ocal anesthesia is administered in the unit; 
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a patient requiring general anesthesia is sent to the 
Main Operating Room. 
A most controversial pol icy is the six hour observa-
tion rule . A patient is not to stay in the unit over six 
hours , by which time his disposi tion (discharge , admission, 
or referral ) is to be decided . However , anyone admitted at 
8 : 00 P . !·1. or later can remain f or overnigllt observation but 
. must be discharged by 9 : 00 A. M. the :following morning. 
~he unit can accommodate a maximum or five overnight 
observation patients at one time . The doctors do not like 
this rule ; they often want to keep the patients l onger 
than six hours . If a. patient is admitted at 6: 00 P.M. or 
7:00 P.M. and the doctor wants to keep him f or overnight 
observation, he must obtain administrative approval . The 
nursing stat£ felt that since the unit had the rule , it 
should be enforced and exceptions should not be mad • 
Patients being admitted as inpatients are immediately 
transterr d to one of the regular nursing units or to the 
emergency nursing unit (3-South) , depending upon avail-
ability of beds . They are not kept in the Emergency Ward 
any longer than necessary. 
Another controversial area is the disposition of 
patients brought to the unit by the police. The doctors 
would examine the patient , and if he required inpatient 
treatment , they might decide--for any of several reasons 
I 
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(unavailability of ward beds, do not need this type of 
ease on serviee)-·to send the patient to Boston Oity Hos-
pital . The head nurse felt that if the unit wanted the 
pol1ee to bl'ing patients, then it should provide the 
necessary medical care for them. She said that the police 
did not take kindly to transporting the same patient to 
l'llOre than one hospital. 
The fee for an Emergency Ward visit is $3.00. The 
fee fo-r having an elective procedure performed in th unit 
i s $10 . 00. Patients also pay for ancillary s rvioes 
(X-rays, laboratory tests). Outpatient Department patients 
are charged according to their outpatient tee classifica• 
t1on (full fee , 3/4, 1/2, 1/4. free, or agency payment). 
Prepayment insurance plans pay for select d services. 
Private physicians also independently bill their patients. 
The Miscellaneous Billing Clerk has an office in the unit 
and , in addition to other duties , handles all Emergency 
Ward financial transactions. This includes collecting the 
fee at the time of the visit , or billing either the patient 
or the appropriate agency. 
Elective S~g1cal Procedures 
Elective surgical proc dures can be scheduled in 
advance to be performed in the Emergency Ward . They liJUSt 
meet the following requirements : 
1. take less than one hour to perform. 
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2. do not require a nur a {in actual practice, a 
mamber of the nursing staf'f assists With the 
procedures), and 
) . only local anesthesia can be used. 
There are two categories of elective :minor surgical 
procedures performed in or through the Emergency Ward . 
Patients in bo·th these categories GJ.-.e a.dmi tted as F..m&rgency 
Ward pe.tients. 
1. Emergeney ~ Operat~ Room. 
Th se procedures are actu.ally per.t'orm.od in th~ 
En1ergancy Ward itsel.f. The unit sohedl.il.es the appointment, 
the doctor d pati nt both come to the ·unit , the proc~dure 
is pe rf'ormed1 and the patient is discharged . 
2. !!!!!! Operating aoom 
These procedures e.r~ aotually performed in tho !-min 
Operating Room o:r other area {Radiology, Circumcision Room). 
General anesthesia is usually required . Ho\..;ever. the 
patient is admitted to the Emergency Ward Where pr ~ ~d 
post-operative care are given (tho patient may first go to 
the ecovery Roo~ tor immediate post-operative o ~e). fha 
Emergency Ward has n<> eontrol over these bookings. 
A detailed discussion follows. 
Emsrgencz Ward OperatiES ~ 
The majority of theee procedures are $cheduled by 
private physicians to be performed on their private patient • 
I 
r 
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The Surgical Clinic in the Outpatient Uepartment lao 
schedules proeaduros. A maximum of :f'iva bookings are taken 
$S.Ob. day, Monday thro~lgh Friday. On hour is a lowed for 
each procedurefl 
Priva,ta physicians can ached:lle procac; :uros £or the 
following hours: 10:00 A.M. - 11:00 .. . ~1., llt OO .... 
12 Noon, 2r00 P.M .... 3:00 P. l-1., a~d 3:00 P.M .... !!.:00 P.M. 
Thsse bookings are usually arranged with the Eme:rgeney 
\liard by the phy" ioians' offices. 
Surgic Clinic is owed one bookin~ per day, from 
1:00 P.M •• 2:00 P.M. The surgical Clinic house officer who 
requested tne ·booking perto 
ard. 
the procedllre in the Em.ergenc~ 
'l'he unit does not lUte to schedule proo dur a a.tter 
3:00 P.,..f. b cause nursing stn!'fing probl~Hns ar e created 
a.t'ter 4:00 . ~1. 
~ Oparattns ~ 
Since the Emerge11cy lard has no control over the 
sehedu11ng of these procedures, it 5 nee ssary tor the 
staff to review the Operating Room achodula daily ia order 
to find out how many and what kind of cases are scheduled. 
I -t o.i'ten happens that each day there w111 be several 
Main Operating Room cases sehedul d in addition to the five 
Emergency Ward Operating Room en~ s. 
I 
Physical Faci lities 
The wrg noy wa~d 1 rectangul in shape (sea 
Figure 2 Emerge cy Wa:rd Floor Plan) . It 1-ras built in 
192 • as a part of the Iorth Wing o£ the hospital . Its 
structure has not changed basically ver the years . It 
includes two minor operating rooms , each with an operating 
table (one room has autoelaving facilities); and five 
examination- treatment roons tihich have a total of ight 
stretchers and two obsetvation beds . Counting the opera.ting 
tabl es , there is bed or stretcher spaoe for ~~elva patiente . 
Ol-:te exam1nation ... treatment room is used pri.nlarily for ar , 
eye , nose,and throat oases; another r oom .is used primarily 
f'or patients s chedu led tor Ilain Operating Room procedures . 
~~e~e ar e also a ~isitors ' waiting room, two 
lavatories. a small pantry, a utility room, a nurses• area 
with counter space and a small library, medicine oupboar s , 
e:rte r genc1 equipment supply areas , linen and storage closets , 
and a 1rheol chair- and stretcher storage area. A small 
laborat·o:ry is located right outs i de the unit . There is no 
_ntercommunication system ~ri thin the unit . 
The Miscellaneous BillL~ Clerk ' s office and the 
hospital ' s oxygen orderl y ' s of'.f1ce are al.so located 1n the 
unit . 
Sleeping quart ers for the house taft are not 
available i .. n t~..e unit but are loeat d on floor above . 
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Meal servi ce . if ne eded f or the pati ents . is provided 
by the pediatric unit which is located on the opposite end of 
the first floor . The Emerge cy ard calls the :main cafeteria, 
which in turn se ds the necessary food to the pediatric unit . 
Emexrgency \ ard personnel pick up and return the trays . The 
unit does keep a supply o · ruit ju"ces , bread , tea, and other 
f oods in its pantry . 
Supporting services are co veniently located. Elevato~ 
service i i diately avail ble . e is locat d w thin the 
unit and two are located • diatel outside . wo o the 
elevators ve telephones and can be called i urgently eeded . 
Radiology, Clinical Laboratories , e ·ain per ting Room 
are located above on the thi d loor . 
Th ursing unit which handl s emerg ncy in atient 
admissions also is located on the third floor. (On Fove.ber 1, 
19.571 a ten-bed nursing un · t , 3 Sout ~ \-ras o ened for the 
purpose of acconunodating emergency inpatient adr.r· ssions . 
Prior to the opening of this unit , pat ients requiring emergency 
admiss ion were placed in the Emergency Ward if regular hospital 
beds were unavailable . These patients would be admitted to 
the Emergency Wnrd and kept there until a regular i npatient 
bed became availabl e . Sometimes these patients would remain 
in the unit for several days . All their nursing needs v-rere 
provided i'or by the Emergency a.rd staff. Four or five 
patients could be accommodated at one t~n~ . As a result, the 
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unit had i npatients most of the time . ) 
The Blood Bank is one floor below, in the basement. 
The OUtpat i ent Department i a connecting corridor away . 'l.'he 
Social Service D partment is located 1n the Outpatient Depart -
ment . Social workers are on call to the ergency vlard . In 
addition , the ·unit has a l·aison with the Poison Center at the 
Children' s · edical cent r . 
Th unit s equipped adequately . Ew~rgency equip-
me t and med cations are located prominently in two cabinets 
ne :w nurs -s ' desk. Some of the ex ining oo have 
piped-in ox e and suction. An oxy0 e tank is located in 
each of the other roo~~ . s 11 ?O table t~~s are also avail · 
ab e , Both beds ~! stretch rs ar adj sta l~ ar. are 
equipped with side-rails. Locker spac3 for checking clothing 
and valuables is ava·lable in each of the exami ation-
t reatment rooms . 
Emer0 ency equ.~p:~1ent includes an electrocnrdiogram 
machine; cardiac pacemaker and defibrillator; tourniquets; 
l aryngoscope; nasal an pharyngeal air>·J'ays; Kreiselman and 
Emerson resuscitators; tracheotomy, ear~ nose , throat, and 
eye trays; cardiac kit, lavage kit 't-tith stomach pump; 
int ravenous cutdown; and heparin d umbar puncture sets. 
The unit orders upplies from Central Su ply but also 
sterilizes many of its own rticle (instrwnent kits , 
basins ). 
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There was much traffic through the unit which did 
not pertain to its operation. Employees and visitors used 
the emergency entrance as a public thorough£are to the 
hospital~ both entering and leaving by its door (it is the 
hospital's only entrance on the orth side of the building) . 
Often hospital personnel parked their automobiles in the i 
Em.er•gency Ward parking lot and made it difficult for s.m-
bula.tlces and auton10biles br·nging patients to the U...l'lit to 
reach the entrance . 
Since this entrance is the hospital ' s only xit 
without stairs , many patients o.re both admitted and dis-
charged through it. Pationts being dm.itted, usually by 
bulanc e , stop i n the Emor ency vl rd so t ho. t the nursing 
st £f cru1 call t_e House Admitting Office d find out to 
what room the patient s to ~o. Sometime first aid is 
adw.iniate~(;}d tQ these patients . The E:mergency Ward nursing 
stnf£ may also help with the Dransport tion of th se patients . 
Patients baing disch~rged go by ~~bUlanee or wheel 
~h ir. Th ramp is inclined st. eply. Therefore it is 
necessary for two eople to guide a wheel chair safely to the 1 
street . Emergency Ward personnel were very insistent that 
the patient ' s nursing unit send enough personnel to conduct 
the patient safely out of the hospital . They did not like 
1 to get involved helping to discharge hospital patients . 
The Emer gency Ward seemed to be an informal meeting 1 
I 
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place for members of the hospital start. ed1cal and 
nursing staff members, volunteers, and t he!:r frie ds con• 
gregated in th unit. Sta .... m .1bers also occasionally 
borrowed or exchanged supplies and medications. 
The nmdical and nursing personnel who sta~~ the 
Emergency War had a very friendly d intorraal relation-
ship· liith each other. Each ta:rfing group, its size, 
l,otat1ons, and responsibilities, is discussed. 
Medical Staffipg 
Physician service to Emergency Ward patients was pro• 
v1ded primarily by the house staff. Private physicians were 
vailable 1f requested b7 the patients . os·t o'£ the patients 
schedul d for elective surgical procedures were treated by 
p~ivate ph:y'sicians . A consult tion staff, consisting of 
vls'-ting and tu.l.l - tinl.e physicians, is "Vailable. 
All patients xe pt those Wh9 were scheduled to meet 
a private physician 1n the unit, or l-1ho specJ..f1cally requested 
th services of a private physician, were seen fi~st by a 
surgical house ofric r (assisuant resident). He. u1 turn, 
either treated the p tient or called a private p yaician 
(tf the patient requested one) or the house orricer on the 
appropriate medi~al service . These medical services in-
cluded medicine' ear, nose , thro ·t; genito-urinary-; dental; 
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pediatrics ; and psychiatry. Because there was no house 
officer on the eye service, all eye cases needing special 
care are treated by a private staff opltl~ologist . e 
surgical house ottioer , ght also call ~ s own sur cal 
staf:f' supel'iors to advise or alp him. 
The sm• gical hous of cor was assignee to tl 
Em rg tCY iAard 101 .. three . He ork d tOO A. 'l • • 
5:30 :p . I • every a and took call ev ry tllird ni t 
{5:3 P •• - e: 0 A.M. ) and every ot r weeke ($: 30 • .~ .. r. 
~iday to 8: ; A . h . I-ionday) . He had no ot e:r patient 
responsibilities whil he was assigned to the Emat•ge cy-
Ward . e was I>elteved on his nights and we kend s off by 
th two surgical assistant reside ts w o were assi _ e to 
the Surgi al Olini~ in the Outpat ent De .artment . Theix•s , 
too , was tl'll:'ee- onth :ro .tion. 
n ad ition, a die housv off cer ( us stant 
resid nG} was aasigned to th unit o a one-• -~.lth :rotation. 
In addition to baing on call to me ics.l eases coming to 
the Emer gency Ward , he also covered tho Blood Bank and 
handled :m.ediea.l consults on tha surgical. inpatient warda. 
lie worked 8 : 00 A. h . - 5:30 . i-,.. !:1:..onday through Fri ay and 
8:00 A. l'I. to 12:00 N9on on Saturday. He did no·t take cal~ . 
Two interns assigned to 'edi"'al Olini during t.b.e day 
altornatod the night and e kend c verage . Their rotat on 
was also fo one month. Howsv r , during t lS t the data 
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.fo:r the study were being collected • the medical house officer 
was on vacation. Several other medical house officers 
ere on call to the unit, and th patients were to be 
rotated among them. This '\-laS a bit confusing because no 
one was quite sure which house officer was next on call. 
Also, these doctors had oth r major areas of r sponsibility 
(as:dgnment to the medical inpatient wards) and , l'lhen 
called , coUld not always come ~ediately to the Emergency 
Ward . As a result, many patients waited longer than usual 
for treatment of medical problems . 
Two interns from the Pediatric Service provided 
Emergency Ward coverage. One was from the Children's 
Madieal Center; the other was on the Beth Israel staff• on 
a rotating medical internship . These two doctors alternated 
twanty-four ho'l.U' p riods of call . They also had responsi-
bilities on the pediatric unit and th newborn nurseries . 
There was only one hous officer eaeh on the . Ear. 
Nose , Throat, and enito-Urinary services . They were called, 
eJJ.Y time of the day or night, as need~d . The dental interns 
were caJ.led for dental problems; often. though, the p tients 
were sent to Dental Clinic. ~ ych1atr1c fello~s handled 
requests for psychiatric service. 
Nursing students ., .dietary interns, and house officers 
were treated by tb& Employee Health Service physician. At 
the time of this study, a medical resident, under the diree-
I 
I 
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tion of the Health Service . physician, had this responsi-
bility. 
The workmen's co pens.ation cases 1-vere provided 
pr1vate medical care by members of the hospital's full• 
time staff. The house staff rendered tmmediate service 
to these patients ~mile they were waiting for the private 
physician to a.l"rive. 
Nursing sta.ftins 
The nursing staff was available twenty•four 1\Qurs 
eveey day of the week. The twenty-f'o'\U' hour period was 
divided into three eight-hour tours of duty: 1 00 A.11. • 
.3:.30 P.M.; 3:00 P.M. - 11 : 30 P.M.; and ll:OO P.M. "" 
7•00 A.M. There were ten people on the staff. This in• 
cluoed s1x registered nurses {a head nurse and five staff 
nurses), a practical nur e , a nurse's aide, and two floor 
secretaries . At the be inning of the third study week, 
the position of assistant head nurse was restored, in• 
creasing the staff total to eleven i.nstead of ten . (As a 
result or the elimination ot the inpatient beds fr.o:m the 
Emergency Ward ana th openinz of the snwrgency nursing 
unit (3 "'outh}, the registered nurse co, .. plement in the unit 
was decreased by one. The position of assistant h ad nurse 
wa.s eliminated, with the stat.f nurses assuming responsibilit~ 
for the Ullit in the h&ad nurse 's absence. It was felt that 
this shift of patient responsibility would reduce the work 
I 
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load o£ the staff so tha t this person was not needed. 
However, this did not work out sa isf etorily arld the 
position was restored.) ~~ursi'flf! students were not assigned 
to the Emergency Ward during the period of this study. 
Their rotation was disc on inued on Dee d iu·-'r 16 1957. 
The sta.f worked a f ve ay ( any ive of the .. even ) , 
.forty- .ou w . k , i th paid holidays , sic time, a cl vuca .. 
t ons . he l"egis .., d nurses were assigned o a 1 threo 
tours of duty. · ere was both a p rmanent vening and 
night nurs • he· I' da. s of were covered by t e rema ning 
nur·ses with th . caption of th h ad nurse a~ d h ssist -
ant head nurse, wao did ot rotate . The pr•actical nurse 
worked only days, either 7: 00 A. • - 3 t 30 P • ~ . or 9: _,o A . 11 . -
6:00 P. ~ ... The nurse ' s aide worked 1:0 A. H. - 3:30 P. 14. 
only. One floor secretary or ed 8 : 00A . M. - L!- : 30 P . 1., and 
the other worked 4:30 P .H. - 1 :30 P. J. . The s cretaries 
did not work weeken · s . 
days durin.g the third 
The day seer tar h ad th.1e vacation 
e k of this t dy. Both ocretar•ies 
were off on Frida , 1ay 30, Memori 1 D y. 
1l'he e.y workinc hours w re ithar· 7:0 A. 'L • - 3:30 
P •• or 9:30 A . ~l . -6:00P . M. The uLit was respo sible f or 
provid ine i tn otm .... :uppE'lr cover a If tho pre.ct ical nurse 
worked 9:30 A. i . - 6:00 P . 1. {the upper covera~e shift) 
which she did nine times dtlrin~ th four tudy weeks, a 
nurse (or nursing student} from another unit was floated 
- i~ "" 
to the Emergency Ward while the evening nurse went to supper. 
The practical nurse Has not allowed to remain alono the 
unit . During these times , the writer observed that the 
practical nurse seemed bett r prepar d to handle the ad -
missions than did th urse loato to the unit f or this 
half-hour period. How~ver, there w re very few nurs s in 
the hospital , other than the rgency ard start, w were 
familiar d th th op rut ion of th unit . 
The head nurse expl ined er st ff pl as follows: 
on atsi'f n'\lrse worked evan in s and on or ked llights . The 
head nurs~ felt she also A ed c nurse ' s aide o t a ven• 
in tour of duty. She tried to lan ~e days it o thar 
ould b? four people on uty ac 1 i clue ng he 
9 : 30 A. • 6:00 P •• perso ). Tlis total could be up 
variou co binations of t p rsonnol (for ~~la , one 
nurse and wo a:u.:lc'liar es , or to nurseo , or hr e :urs a 
and one auxiliary) . It was not al ays possible to sc edul 
four people ·or 
D ing th 
a¢. a • 
1rst tl'TQ 
plann d s fo o s: s 
··.ue "' u y , t ling 
eo paoplo , o .. o 'tN.~ t o opl ( ·lay 31) • 
our people orked on M moria D , two people wor · d 01 
both So.tur ay, ~ y 31. and on Sunday, Jun 1 . 
he last two eek ' sc dul was a follo s: one ay 
with s ~: people , ei t days w fi psople ( o two of 
II 
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these days , one person was ill , :so actu lly there were tour 
people instead of the :fi'O'e scheduled ), two days with four 
people, on.e day with three p ople, on day with two people, 
and one day with one person ( t e head :nurse '\-tor ked alone 
on sunday, June 8 ) • 2 
Often mbers. 01 t e ay staff would be floated to 
othe!> nursing u.ni ts . The head nurse di.d not like this 
because .she said th .... unit could be quiet ne 11i nute and 
busy the ne.xt ,; aid she ight be lef t understaf'fed. 
Although there was no oro t•ly assigned to t he unit ,. 
tho hospitul orderlies ~ particularly the oxygen technician,. 
't'rhose office vras located in the u.n .t ~ would hel p with 
various procedUres a11d transpol.,tation of patients. I n the 
evenings !t the male •rolunte3:rls assi t d the o:t?derlies. 
Patiantst families and friends also helped. 
The flursing Offic ... provided superviso!'y cov$rage of 
the Emergency Ward. A supervisor visited the unit durtng 
ths course of her rounds and was available to help with 
the solution of its nur 1ns problems. 
s~arr Comment about thi st~dy 
19n personnel 4 oc t ors art·cularly,. felt that the 
writer was oo ducting thi s study ~n the \-Wong hospital. t 
was ~rliated that the t rr n k1nu o · peopl · came t this 
Emergency Ward , that they "are not rea.l emergencies . " 
2 See AppendU: A., Nursing ~1m3 Sheets . 
---
- --
I 
I 
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One stU"gical house officer was co earned about how 
1t was decided to which hospital t~ pol ce would take 
patients . He felt this hospital did not get s many as it 
should. He also felt t .hat this unit was more 11ke an out -
patient department or cltnic than an emergency unit . 
A ~dical house officer felt that the medical 
emergencies were not real medical ~rgenei s . A urolog 
house oftice:r felt that 90~ ot the patients seen in this 
unit were non-urgent . 
One house officer said that he telt the people in 
th eollllU'Ullity treated the hospital like it was their second 
homs--they knew 1 t would take care of them. He .said he 
thought this was an unusual attitude to have toward the 
hospital . 
Another surgical hous of:f'icer felt this unit did 
not have the proper physical structure, primarily that 
there was not enough floor space . 
Still another house oi'f'io,er said that so_ ething 
should be done to make thi unit a more interesting one . 
It did not get a good cross section of an emergency unit 
population--either medically or with respect to age of 
population. Speci.ttcally1 it gota 
l) very few traumatic surgery oases .; 
2) very few acute severe infections 1n relat1on 
to other places; 
I 
----
I 
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3) few acut alcoholics , suicides , homicides , 
del inquents,; aDrl 
4) few acute ~urgical abdomens - these usually occur 
in a youngel"' age group. {At the Beth Israel , 
people coming in with this complaint can usually 
atfo~d a private phys1c1en. ) 
This houaq officer continued by saying tl1at although he 
knew that every patient who came to the unit .felt it wns 
an emergency , actually was not . A. gx-eat raan:y people 
with chronic diseases who were being followed in the (l'ut-
patient Department i'el·c that the Emergency Ward was the 
pl ace to go when the Outpati n.t Department was closed . 
Boston City Hospital sees a much younger povulation. 
He suggested that if re police districts would 
'bring patients to this unit , t would make it busier . ~la 
concluded by saying tha:b ·~his was a very quiet El'B.ei'gancy 
·lar d and har dly deserved the nam • In his op:lnio , it doo 
not com;pare with the units at Boston City or the ~·lassachu· 
sett s General Hospital.s . 
I 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description of Sample 
The study sample included 258 eases and repres nted 
one week's patient activity in the Emergency Ward . Data 
were collected over a three and one-half week period, from 
~my 19 to June 13, 1958, with the days and hours selected 
in such a way that the composite represen~ad one week's 
activi·ty in the Emergency Ward. Every patient who came to 
t~ Emergency Ward and received an Emergency Ward mec.l:tcal 
record sheet during tlw study period was included i the 
sampl • In addition to the 258 p t ents who received the 
medical record sheets, an additional 24 patient were treated 
without these sheets. ~hese 24 patients wer~ not coun ed . 
{The . Wl..,iter had an accident during the study period and 
became case number 206 in the sample .) 
The sample size was based on the number ot patients 
tre t~d weekly .in the Emergency Ward. Since the unit treated 
approximately 200 patients per week, the writer decided to 
do one week's observation. It was decided that the minimum 
number o~ eases in the sample should be 200. If 200 cases 
were not observed in one week- a second week would have to 
. be observed . However, this was not necessary. 
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The observation seh~dul was planned to repr sent 
one week's ctivity--seven days , twenty- four hours a oay•-
a. total of 168 hours. The .following rules war used when 
planning this sch dule: 
1. It ias prefer ble to observe each day on the 
etual day, for example: Monday for ~onday, 
and tuesday for Tuesday. 
2. If this was not possible, th weekdays, Monday 
through Friday, could b substituted f or each 
other ,. so that at th end of the ob rvation 
a total of five wee~ays would have been 
obtained. 
3. Saturday and Sunday could not be substituted 
for each other or for a w ekday. Observations 
w re made on both days. 
The observation schedule included eleven observatio~ 
periods, f .or a total ot 168 l/2 hours.1 There were three 
substitution period , for a total of 8 3/4 hours (Observa• 
tions #7 , 9, and 10). ~he short st period was 1 l/4 hours 
(Observation #10). The longest period was 71 hours (Ob-
servation #8). This period began Friday, June 6 at 11:00 
A.M. and ended 1onday, June 9 at 8:1$ i.M. The period was 
l See Appendix B, Observation Schedule. 
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subdivided into four p rts, e ch r epresenting a different 
day : 8A, F'rid y; 8B, Saturday; 8c , Sunday; and 8D, Monday. 
During this observation , th writ r slept in the Emergency 
Ward. She did go home to sle p on Sunday night from 12 
Midnight t o 6:30 A. • During this absence , three patients 
were treated . Their visits were reconstructed f or the 
writer by the night nurse . Otherwise, the writer per-
sonally observed all the r st of the patients. 
Tools Used to Collect Data 
An information schedule was developed and used to 
collect the study data. 2 A summary sheet also was used to 
keep track of the patients during the data collection 
period.3 
The Information Schedule 
--- ---------- --------The information schedule itself was an 8i x 11 inch 
code sheet , designed so all r spons s to all items could be 
cod d to a specific numb r . When completing the s chedule , 
the appropri t numberft)r each item was either ircled or 
filled in ·a box. The schedu.le could be complet d very 
quickly . 
2 See Appendix C, Information Schedule. 
3see Appendix D, Summary Sheet. 
.. Sl -
~ c t gor1 s ot d t w r · coll oted : P t1ent 
Char et ri tic , P 
Nur ins r•1ces . 
e ot Ur nc,- of Ill 
This a t r t rr d to tb 1 ntitying info tio 
coll c d tor e ch ati nt in th study pl • fh c 
ot 
t ri ttca er r pr s nted by It A - ( x:eluding U) on the 
1nto tio cb dul 1nclu . a following into tS.on 
bou pat1 n : 
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o. Ag Group 
P. 
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v. 
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Name and Classification of Tre ting Physician 
Total Length of Time Spent in EW 
Disposition 
Treatment Classification 
Discharge Diagnosis 
Nama and Addre 1 
Spec a D scrip J.on 
hese acte s ies corresponded in part 
t o h intorma.tion s edul use in the study ... ·epor-'G d by 
L a . 4 A ew i t e were duveloped by tho writer p cifioall y 
f o this study . Answevs to the it~~ were obtained from 
intor 11ation recorded on th er ency Yard Register and the 
Emergency Ward med cal :r•ecor 1 et . .~.s n .her of the 
corl•tJct respo s..., wa filled ln t e coce box for each itelfl. 
A few i i;eLJlS requ ·red wri t a ... in ans e s. A cod 
pla1ning ow each item shoul be co pl te~, was pr pared 
.for the pa·tie .. t c:.taracteri tics in ormati .5 
pe ....2 2! Urgencz ~ Illn~....!!. Racorded 2!!. ~ 
r~or:matio s ... hedule 
This data r .ferred to a suggested classification of 
mergency unit p tients according to urgency of need f or 
4 Lee, Solon, and Shap , o • ~·• pp . 99-101 . 
5see Append x E, In ormatio~ Sc -ale Code Guid • 
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medical care6 and was represented on the information 
schedule by Item u. These classifications also were used 
in Leets7 study. The writer participated in the develop• 
ment of these classifications. 
The classifications, their definitions and ex-
planations are as follows: 
1 . Booked Procedures 
2. Emergencies 
3 . Urgent 
4. Non- emergencies 
5. Doubtful Classification 
Group l , Booked Procedures, is defined as procedures 
scheduled in advance . These are readily identifiable as a 
characteristic group, and will be presumed to be of the 
type not r equiring emergency medical treatment. Scheduled 
procedures including fluoroscopy , endoscopy, '"minor .. 
surgical procedures , and eastroom procedures fall into 
this category. 
Group 2, EJoo,rgencie~, is defined as follows: Medical 
conditions and/or acute trauma such that life, limb~ or 
body function of the patient depends on the immediacy of 
6Medieal Care Studies Unit, "Suggested Classifioation of 
Emergency Ward Patients According to Need for 
Medical Care," Draft 10, UnpubliShed report (Boston: 
Beth Israel Hospital, April 16, 1958), PP• 1-2. 
7 .. 
Lee, Solon, and Sheps, 2£• £!!•• p . 100. 
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medical treatment; or such that a dical evaluation and/or 
treatment is required immediately in order to prevent the 
possible loss or impairment of life , limb , or body function. 
This group contains acute ~llnes es, injuries , 
sympto s, or trauma which y J, an t diff renee between 
life and death, or l oss of liru.b or body function, if rot 
attended to or evaluated i ediat ely . Ti111e is of the utmost 
iroporta e , ith positive i diate action and proper 
in tial handli g determining to a lar e degree th ucc as 
of treatment or pro osis of the co dition . Such cases as 
heart seiz-ur P-Ild profuse bleeding are of course included , 
as are abdominal or chest pains or other symptoms which 
suggest possible illness or i~ ase which could threat n 
life , limb, or body function . 
Group 3, Urgent case , is defin d as follows: edical 
conditions and/or acute trauma such that medical attention, 
while not immediately essential , should be provided ~ 
early in order t o prevent po sible loss or impairment of 
life, li b , or body function. 
This oup should contain those eases where medical 
treatment and/or evaluation is necessary because the patient 
has either s rious disease or symptoms of such disease. 
Such cases as fractures , infection, severe anemia properly 
belong in this group . 
Group 4, edical 
• 
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conditions and/or injuri such tha~ t he absence or delay 
of medical evaluation and/or treatment does not threaten 
loss or impairment of life, limb, or body funct i on . 
This group should contain those cases where th re 
is no "urgency" for immediate or very early medical evalua-
tion, e re or t~eatment because the pos ibility of "serious" 
consequences resulting from la k of medical supervision is 
"small . " These cases y have symptoms of diseas such as 
mus cular ache , sore throat, and constipation . Among the 
non-urgent cases ar patient whose complaints or symptoms 
are chronic with intermittent non-critical discomfort 
present. 
Group 5, Doubtful Cl assification , will contain those cases 
where it is extremely difficult o render a valid jud nt 
about the urg ncy of need f or medical care . If there i 
insuffici nt information to categorize a cas with "reason-
able" c nfidence , ither as emergency, urgent,, or non-
em rgency, then the case should be placed in this "doubtful" 
group . Cases where ttso n but "very littl n doubt a.xists 
concerning urgency should be classified as either e ergency, 
urg nt, or non- emergency . 
The treating physicians were asked to classify th ir 
patients into one of the above categories . The definitions 
were explained to the physician • Typed copies of the 
classifications were also vailable. The writer felt that, 
• 
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because a majority of the patients were treated, and thus 
classified , by the same few physicians {the surgical 
residents ), there wo d be a good degr&e o c nsist ncy n 
their classifications. In addition, one o these sUl~gic l 
residents participated in the deve~opment of the o sifica-
t1ons. This also 1o1as an ad ant a e. 
~~ 2£ Nursi~ Services ~ Recor dod ~ ~ 
Information scheoule 
Over half of the infor.ma.:i;ion scheclulc ~Tas take 'p 
wi tb. a listin(l of Types of Nursine; Services . •rho term 
itself was used synonv~ us~y f r rsir~ sorvices or direct 
nursing s rvice,., ana referred to thos sing s rvices 
rend ered ·directly to p tients by members of the n:ursin 
staff (exampl include: takL~ temperatures , changing 
dressing , admiliste!"ing med_cations). Indirect nursing 
services were excluded from this definition. 
Types of :t: ursing Servic s were represented by 
Item X on the ini'or:mation sche \1 end uere divided into 
four categorlos: Pel,sonal Ueeds, Treatment.., 1 ed cation , 
and Interpersonal R lations. The content or the tems 
listed un ar Types of Nursing S rviees were developed by 
the writel, after both making obse~vations in the Emergency 
Ward an consulting with the un t•s head nurse . The inter-
personal relationo category WRS left as a rrite•in; the 
data wer claosified after 1 was collected. 
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The checkli t inclu es i'U't - four t m.s , with spe.o 
for write-ins. The number of times ach service was p r-
formed as c c ed off a ainst job clas 1 icatio of 
th nur~ing personnel who r ~d red the se vio • Th 
per onnel included head :urs 1 regi sterr.>d nurs , practical 
urs , nursing aid ; ru ot er. Ot a~ i nclud d orderlies, 
volunteer , a.."'ld nUl" ... ing stu nts. The total 
each -ervice asp r£ormed was also not a. 
her of times 
Ground Rules tor Use of the Information Schedul 
............ .._._................ . 
1. Counting Patients. 
Any patient_ already in the unit at the b ginning 
ot an observation period was not counted. Any 
patients that came to the unit after the ob-
ervation period started were included. If 
patient who had been counted was still in the 
Emergency Ward at ~e nd of th~ observation 
period; the writer tayed until his disposition 
was decid a. However• pat! nts that came to the 
unit after the close or the observation period 
were not included. 
2. Counting Types of Nursing Services. 
a. If' nursing personnel performed the same 
serv ce several times at the patient• 
bedside without leaving, it was counted 
once. 
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Example: if the nurse pulled up the covers 
and fluffed the pillow several ttmes, the ser-
vice was counted once. However, if she 
smoothed the bad clothes, left the room, 
came bac~ later and did it again, the ser-
vice was counted twice. 
If the nurse wheeled a patient from one r oom 
to another , it was counted once. But if she 
wheeled the patient into a room, and left h~, 
then one -half hour later , someone else came 
and wheeled the p tient to an area outside 
the unit, the service was counted twice , 
having been performed by two different people . 
b . The performance of certain services , the 
giving of a f ood tray, or bedpan, or clothing, 
or valuables, was counted as one service . 
The returning or removal of the same item 
was also counted once . s o, the giving and 
removal of a f ood tray was counted as two 
services . This decision was made be cause 
very often nursing personnel would do one 
or the other, but not always both. 
c . If more than one job classification of 
personnel helped with a service, the service 
itself was counted once, but each category 
.. 5 -
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the proper completion of the information schedule xaequired 
that the observer ke a point of re mbering the likelihood 
of such delay so as not to forget; the pati d lose the 
opportunity of completing the observatio o£ hi car • 
Trial RWl of Information Schedule 
-----
After the information schedule was completed, it 
was tested by a trial run. The trial :run was conducted in 
the same fashion that the sample was to be collected. 
Using unpublished data from the edical Care Studies 
Uni.t .t Emergency Ward Study, 1957, the busi st hours of the 
day in the Emergency Ward war chosen for the trial run 
observation periods . 8 Four observations, totalling 14 hours. 
55 mtnutes, were done. Twenty-three cases, plu six cases 
treated without Emergency Ward medical record sheets being 
made out for their visits, were seen. 
As result of the trial run, changes were made on 
the intormation scheduJ.e and it was readied for the collec-
tion of the study data. 
Sul!Uart Sheet 
A summary o contro she t wa kept o the data 
collect1on. 9 Each patient as a e ed on the 
8see Appendix F, Trial un b rvat1on Sc ·ule. 
9see Appendix D, Suzum.ary Sheet. 
eet .as 
r 
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was admitted t o the !:!.W.ergency 'lard . Infor·mation recorded 
on the sheet included th date and tim of the obst.rvation 
period and a consecutive listing of th nrun ~ ~md study 
case numbers of all the patients in the saupl e . The listing 
of pat ients was divided by observat ion periods . Other notes 
about the patients w~re also ade on the sheet . Thes in-
cluded special description of the patients ( employee, 
pol ice case) and the numbE>r of patients seen v1i thout 
Emergency Ward . edical record sh ets . Toward the end of 
the data collection period, the ;riter tried t o reconst ruc t 
the degr ee of busyness of the e:rgency \lard. 'l'hi s in-
formation was recorded on the summary sheet. 
The s~~ary sheet s erv~r two purposes: 
1 . A control list- - the ~ eans by which the writer 
was a.blo to eep track of the atients in t e 
sanrple . 
2 . A sUil'II1Ulrizing list--us d in the data tabulation, 
pri1 rily to describe th observation schedul 
and the s ple size . 
Definiti~ns 2! Other !~ ~ }n ~ §~udx 
1. Indirect j~~....B. Servic~. Thos nursing servi css 1-rhich 
nursing personnel performed f or t patient, but not directly 
to him. Th ... y were r ostl y administrative in na ture ( examples 
inclu e: 111aking cl inic appointme ts, calling physi cians, 
re cording notes in patients ' l edical records) •. Indirect 
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nursing services were not included on the information 
schedule. 
2. Nursing Personnel. Thos p rsons who were members of the 
Nursing Division (either by employment or educational train-
ing) and whose responsibility it was to render nursing care 
to patients. It included registered nurses, practical 
nurses, nursing aides, nursing students, and orderlies. 
3. House Staff. Those physicians, v1ho after graduation 
from an approved medical school, were co.pleting their post• 
graduate education in a formalized progr in a teaching 
hospital. They were classified as interns, assistant 
residents, residents, and fellows. They were also referred 
to as house officers. 
4. Private Physicians. Thos visiting and full·time 
physicians who were in private edical practice, usually in 
some area of specialty. The visiting staff's offices were 
located in the community. They admitted pat~ents to the 
hospital end served in teaching and consult1ng capacities to 
the house staff and medical students. The full-time staff 
were employed by the hospital. Their offices were locat d 
within the hosp tal. I n addition to treating patients and 
handling teaChing and consulting responsibiliti es, they were 
often engaged i n research activities. 
,, 
- :-::- ,--
·-
I 
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ProC'llrement of Data. 
The purpose of the study- was explained to the 
Emergency Ward staff and their cooperation was obtained. 
The data were collected by the writer by personal observa-
tion and recording. The writer wore a white laboratory coat 
and nam.e pin, so she would be better accepted by the patients 
The 1nf'orma.tion schedules and summary sheets were kept on a 
elip board :for ease in handling. Recordings were made in 
lead pencil . The writer also kept a not book 1n which to 
record any pertinent information not included on the in-
formation schedule. 
The writer observed the patients, from. time o:r 
admisston through discharge or disposition. She followed 
the patients and the Emergency Ward staff and observed and 
recorded sei>'Itices as they were performed. When a patient 
was first admitted , the patient characteristics information 
was obtained from the Emergency Ward Register and Emergency 
Ward medical record sheet . The patient was also listed on 
the summary sheet . Then the nursing services were observed 
and recorded as they occ\1l"red . Each physician wa.a asked to 
classify his patient according to degree of urgency ot 
illness after he had seen the patient .. If the treating 
ph:y"sic1an was unfam.ilim" w1 th the urgency class11'1cat1on, 
1 t was explained to him. Since many of' the same physicians 
treated the patients , they l arned the urgency elass1f1ca-
--
l 
, 
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tion and soon volunteered the appropriate category. It more 
than one physician treated the patient , the decision ot the 
physician who assumed final authority for the patient's 
welfare was used . 
The observer was able to keep up with the t:t?eatment 
of approximately four to six patients at one time. If more 
patients than this were receiving active treatment, the 
nursing staff would reconstruct those services which the 
writer was unable to observe. 
During the night observation hours , the writer 
slept in the Emergency Ward . The night nurse would awaken 
her 1f a patient came in. 
If possible, the writer completed the information 
schedules while in the unit. Otherwise, the schedules were 
completed at a later ttme. 
For the most part, the observer was able to remain 
in her role as a researcher while collecting the study data. 
However, a few times , when the unit was v ry busy, she 
functioned as a nurse , assisting with the emergency treat-
ment of the patients, and then reconstructed the patient 
treatment tor the information Chedule. 
~~=====================================================~==~--====~~======-= 
I 
CHAPTERV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
The data are presented in two p rts: (1) relationship 
of p tients' characteristic to degree of urgency of illness 
of their medical conditions, and, (2) relationship of types 
of nursing services received by patient s to degree of urgency 
of illness of their medical conditions . 
Patient Characteristics ~ Urgency Classification 
Urgency classification 
The degree of' urgency of' illness of' the patients• 
medical conditions was classified into six categories: booked 
procedures , emergency , urgent , non-emergency , doubtful , and 
unknown. Table 1 gives the distribution of the study sample 
into the urgency classification . Approximately the sam number 
of patients who were treated f or emergency and urgent oondi-
tions were als o treat d f or non- emergency conditions and 
booked procedures . 
II Less than 10% of' the patients required immediate 
medical attention and were classified as emergency oases . 
Over one - third of the patients required very early medical 
attention and were ol ssif'ied as urgent oases. These two 
categories combined accounted f or 46~ of the sample . 
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TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY SAMPLE 
INTO URGENCY CLASSIFICATION 
Urgency Classification Number 
Total 
Booked procedures • • • 
Emergency • • • • • • • 
Urgent • • • • . • • • 
Non- emergency • • • • • 
Doubtful • • • • • • • 
Unknown a • . .. • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• • . 
• ~ • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
2.58 
49 
23 
96 
60 
22 
8 
Percentage 
100.0 
19.0 
8. 9 
37.2 
23 . 3 8.5 
3.1 
acases not classified by the treating physicians were 
placed into this category by the writer. 
Slightly less than one-fourth of the patients did not 
require early medical attention and were classified as non-
e ergency cases. Almost one-fifth of the patients had planned 
I in advance to have elective surgical procedures performed and 
were classified as booked procedures . ~~ese two categories 
combined accounted for 42% of the sample. II 
Twelve per cent of the sample was classified as doubt-
1 ful and unknown . Even though these two categories combined 
are larger than the emergency category, they are not discussed 
in the text presentation. 
urgency classifications. 
phasis is placed on the other 
I 
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Special description 2£ patients 
"Spec ial description" refers t o at ypical groups of 
patients . Eighty per cent of the sample had no special 
description. Of the remaining 20%, 11% were hospital em-
ployees , 4% were brought t o the unit by the police , and an-
other 4% qualified for workmen's compensation. I' 
I: 
The employees were treated f or on- the - job injuries or i! 
were off duty and came to the hospital seeking medical care. ! 
Of the 28 employee cases , 6 were nursing students and 1 was ' 
a dietetic intern. Eight of the employees came f or treatment 
or urgent conditions , while 16 received treatment for non-
emergency conditions . 
Of the 11 eases brought t o the unit by the police, 4 
were classified as emergencies and 4 s urgent. Although the 
number of police cases was very small , the perc ntage of 
oases that required immediate or very early medical care was 
very high . Of the 10 workmen's compensation cas a , 5 required 
immediate or very early medical care . 
Discharge diagnoses 
Table 2 shows the relationship between the discharge 
diagnoses1 and the urgency cl ssification. On -half of the 
i 
II 
II 
1: 
I' 
li 
1: 
I' 
1The f ollowing source was us d to do the diagnostic coding: 1: 
vlor1d Health Organization, International Classifica-
tion of' Diseases , 1955 Revision , (2 vois.; Geneva: 
;or!d~ealth Organiza i on, 1957 ) . 
------
-',_, 
-i 
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TABLE 2 - Continued 
Digestive system 16 6. 2 I 2.0 1 4. 3 11 u.s 1 1.7 1 4.5 I 12. 5 
Genl to-uri nary 
system 8 3. 1 3 6. 1 - -- 4 4. 2 I 1.7 - -- - --
Del i v e~ r I es. c:om-
p 1 i<;at ions of 
pregnancy, 
ch i1 db f rth, " 
~uerperium 7 '1. . 7 - -- 4 17. 4 3 3. 1 - -- - -- - --
Skin&. cellular 
tissue 26 10.0 14 28. 6 I 4. 3 J 1. 0 7 11.7 2 9. 1 I 12. 5 
Bones &. organs 
of movement 11 lt .3 2 4. 1 
- --
2 2.0 I 5 8.3 2 9. 1 - -- t 
Congenital mal- 0" 
...0 formations 1 0. 4 
- -- - -- - -- - -- - --
I 12. 5 
I 
I Symptoms, senru-
ty, I 11-defi n-
ed conditions a 3. 1 
- --
1 4. 3 3 3.1 4 6. 7 - -- - --
I 
I Accidents , poi-
I 
I sonlng, &. vlo-
I lence 88 34.0 I 2. 0 12 52. 2 43 44.8 17 28. 3 12 54. 5 3 37. 5 
I 
I 
I Special condi-I 
t ions &. exam-
inatlons with-
out sickness 16 6.2 8 16.3 .. 
--
2 2.0 5 8. 3 1 4.s - --
arwo disease categories were excluded from this table because no patients suffered from them. They were 
diseases of the blood and blood-fonming organs and certain diseases of early Infancy. 
I 
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patients in the sample suffered from diseases which fell into 
3 of the 18 available categories. These diseases were acci- I 
dents, diseases of the akin and cellular tissue, and neoplasms . 
One-third of the patients came to the Emergency Ward 
beeause they were involved in accidents . Ten per cent of the 
patients suffered from diseases of the skin and cellular tissue. 
The third largest diagnostic category was neoplasms, with 8% 
of the patients suffe ing from this dis se. 
P tients in the other h lf of the sample suffered 
from diseases that were spread out over 13 other categories . 
There were no cases in 2 cate ories; diseases of the blood, 
and certain diseases of early inf~~oy. It was interesting to 
note that 6% of the eases l'tere classified in the category of 
special conditions and examinations without sickness . 
Of the 49 patients who came to the Emergency Ward to 
have elective surgical procedures performed, 35% were classified 
as neoplasms and 29% were disease of the skin and cellular 
tissue . Of the 23 e . .)rgency cases, 52?& were accidents and 17% 
were in the category of delivery and complications of child-
birth . Of the 96 urgent cases, 45% were accidents and 12% 
were diseases of the digestive system. Of the 60 non-
emergency cases, 28% were accidents and 12% each were diseases 
of the skin and cellular and nervous systems. 
r=~========~-~==========~~============ ---· 
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Patients' previous ~£!~Outpatient Department 
~ Emergency ~ 
Table 3 shows the relationship between the patients • 
previous use of the Outpatient Department and urgency of 
medical condition. Approximately two-thirds of the patients 
were unknown to the Outpatient Department before their 
Emergency Ward visit, as co pared to one-third who were. 
Of the one-third known to the Outpatient Department, the 
largest group of patients (40%) was in the urgent category. 
Urgency 
Classifica-
tion 
TABLE 3 
R"LATIONSHIP BETWEEN PATIEN S1 PREVIOUS 
USE OF THE OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT AND 
URG 1 NCY OF ffiDI CAL CONDITION 
Previous Use of OPD 
Total OPD Pts Non-OPD Pts Unknown 
No . % No . % No. % No. % 
Total 258 100 . 0 95 100 . 0 160 100.0 3 100 . 0 
Percentage 100 . 0 36 . 8 62 . 0 1.2 
Booked proc. 49 19 . 0 12 12 . 6 37 23.1 I ~mergency 23 8.9 11 11 . 6 11 6 . 9 1 33 . 3 
Urgent 96 37 .2 38 40 . 0 58 36 .2 
Non-emergency 60 23.3 22 23.2 36 22.5 2 66.7 
Doubtful 22 8 . .5 9 9 • .5 13 8 .1 
Unknown 8 3 .1 3 3. 2 .5 3.1 
Table 4 shows the relationship between the patients ' 
previous use of the Emergency Ward and urgency of medical 
~ 
II 
II 
I 
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TABLE 4 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAT NTS' PREVIOUS 
USE OF THE E~ffiRGENCY WARD AND 
URGENCY OF MEDICAL CONDITION 
Previous Use of EW 
Urgency 
Classifica.- Total EVl Pts Non-EW Pts 
tion No . % o . % No . % 
Total 258 100 . 0 124 100 . 0 131 100.0 
Percentage 100 . 0 48 . 1 50 . 8 
Booked proc. 49 19 . 0 24 19 -4 25 19 . 1 
Emer ency 23 8 . 9 10 8.1 12 9.2 
Urgent 96 37 . 2 44 35 .5 52 39 . 7 
Non-emergency 60 23 . 3 32 25 . 8 26 19 . 8 
Doubtful 22 8.5 9 7. 3 1.3 9 . 9 
Unknown 8 3.1 5 4.0 3 2 . 3 
Unknown 
No . % 
3 100 . 0 
1 . 2 
- -1 33 . 3 
- -2 66 . 7 
- -
- -
condition . Approximately one-half of the patient had made 
previous use of the Emergency Ward while one -half had not . 
There was little difference in urgency of medical condition 
between these two groups of patients . 
~ of ;eat ients 
I' II 
II 
Table 5 shows the distribution of the patients by '' 
sex and its relationship to urgency of medical condition. 
There were a f w more females (53%) than males in the study 
sample . More females were treated f or non- emergency conditions 
while more males had booked procedures performed . Otherwise 
~~===================-=-~-=================-- --~-============~==~- --
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there was little difference between the sexes in regard to 
urgency of medical condition. 
Age f>rouping 
Table 6 shows the age grouping of the patients and its 
relationship to urge11cy of medical condition. People of all 
age levels used the Emer gency Ward . There were more people 
(20~ ) in the 1.5 to 24 year group than any other single group . 
There were the same number of users (14%) between the ages of 
25 to 34 years and 45 to 54 years . People over 75 years <4%) 
and children 4 years and under (2%) used the unit less than 
any other age group . 
--- --
--- ----- - ----· ----
ELATI 
1oo.o I ·49 , 100.0 I 23 
Less than l yea1 7 2. 7 3 6. 1 -
6 l - 4 . . . . .1 2. 3 
- --
1 
5 - t4 . . . . .1 27 10.5 2 4. 1 2 
15 .. 24 
. . . ·I 52 20.2 7 14.3 6 . . 
25 - 34 . . . . 38 14. 7 6 12.2 s 
35 - 44 . . . . 24 9.3 6 12. 2 2 
- 54 . . . . 35 13. 6 8 16.3 -
55- 64 . . . . 30 11.6 8 16.3 2 
65- 74 . . . . 26 10.11 7 14. 3 I 
75+ . . . . . . 11 4.3 2 4. 1 2 
nknown . . . . 2 0.8 
- --
2 
TAIL 
too .o 1 96 
--
2 · 
4. 3 4 
8. 7 13 
26. I 19 
21.7 '1 
8. 7 9 
--
19 
8.7 10 
4.3 6 
8. 7 3 
8.7 
OF PATIENTS 
ITt 
100.01 60 
3. 3 
2. I 2 
4.2 
-
13.5 3 
19.8 18 
11.5 11 
9.41 6 
19.8' 7 
10.4 4 
6. 2 6 
3. 1 3 
100.0 I 22 100.0 
3-3 
--
1 4.5 
s.o 3 13.61 4 so.o II -J 
I 
.;:::-
30.0 2 9. t 
18.3 4 18. 2 I 1 12.5 
10. 0 1 4. 
II. 7 
- --
I l u.s 
6. 7 I 5 22.7 I l 12.5 
10.0 5 22.7 I 1 12.5 
s.o 1 4.5 
--
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The ages of the booked procedure cases were spread 
from 15 to 74 years with no real cluster in any age group. 
There were no small children, 1 to 4 years, in this category. 
The age range of the emergency oases was also spread 
over most of the age levels, but clustered between 15 to 34 
years, with 48~ of all these eases falling within this group. 
There were ~o infants or eople between the ages of 45 to 54 
years in this category . 
The ages of the urgent patients were spread over all 
age levels but clustered at 15 to 24 and 45 to 54 years, with 
2Q% of the sample falling into each of these age groups . l 
I The non- emergency patients were · again spread over all 
age l~ve1s except 1 to 4 years , but were clustered at 15 to 
24 years, with 30% of this sample falling into this group . 
nother 18% wer between 25 to 34 years old. 
Since the age range of the Emergency Ward population 
is so spread , nurs ng students would benefit from prior ex- ! 
perience with people in these various age levels, including 
pediatrics , before serving in this particular Emer gency Ward . 
I Classification £! treating physicians 
i! 
I 
Patients were treated by either the house staff or 
private physicians . Table 7 give the breakdown of the 
physician classification. It also relates this classifica-
tion to the degree of urgency of the patients ' medical 
conditions . 
-
-· 
-
- -
TABLE 7 
~£TWEEN CLASSIFICAtiON OF PAT tENTS t TREATI 
DEGREE OF URGENCY OF MEDICAL CONDITION 
hystef 
I Total 1 Booked , roc. 1 Emergenc~ I Urgent I Hon-emergenc~ I Classification 
Total ~ 2s8 •oo.o I ~ 
ercentacae oo.o 19.0 
Surgical KO •. ·1 94 36. 4 2 
42 16. 3 2 
3 1.2 I -
5 '.g 4 
1. 6 
-
1l 4.3 
-
12 4.7 I I 
56 2L7 I 35 
• with oriv .. I 19 
Other c0111blnatioo91 12 
8other 
1· 
4.7 
3 
100.0 I 23 
8.9 
4. 1 
4.' 
--
8.2 
--
--
2.0 I 
71.4 
6.1 
4.' 
6 
4 
-
-
2 
.. 
2 
3 
6 
100.0 I 96 
37. 2 
26. 1 34 
17. 4 19 
--
1 
--
I 
8. 7 2 
--
6 
8.7 1 8 
13.0 10 
:6.1 8 
1 
100.0 
35. 4 
19.8 
1.0 
1.0 
2. 1 
6.2 
8.3 
10.4 
8.3 
7-3 
60 
23.3 
35 
13 
2 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
100.0 
58. 3 
21.7 
3·3 
s.o I 
•• 7 
6.7 
1.7 
1.7 
Doubtful 
t. 
22 100.0 
8.5 
17 17. 3 
2 g. J 
- --
I 4. 5 1 
2 . ) 
8 
3.1 
2 
-
I 
4 
1 
100.0 
25.0 
--
12.5 
so.o 
12.s 
I 
-.J 
0"'-
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The house staff treated over two - thirds (71%) of all 
the patients in the study sample . The remaining patients 
(29%) were treated by private physicians (this total includes 
house staff assisting the private physicians) . 
Of the house staff cases , over one-third (37%) of the 
I patients were treated by the surgical house officer . This was 
not surprising since he was the first physician to see the 
patient . The medical house officer treated about half that 
number (16%). The pediatric and dental house officers each 
treated slightly lese than 5% of the sample . The psychiatrist • 
on-call did not singly treat any patient , but was involved in 
treatment rendered by a combination of house officers . 
Patients treated by the house staff included 22% of 
the booked procedure cases, 61~& of the emergency cases , 81% 
of the urgent cases , 92% of the non - emergency cases , and all 
of the doubtful cases . 
Patients treated by private physicians included 78% 
of the booked procedure cases, 39% of the emergency cases, 
19% of the urgent cases, and 8% of the non- emergency cases. 
No cases were classified doubtful by the private physicians . 
j lthough this doubtful category was very small (22 cases) , 
this suggested that the private physicians , because of their 
additional experience in the practice of medicine, were better 
qualified ·to screen emergency unit patients . This posi tion 
is supported in much of the emergency unit literature . 
- --
il 
II 
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The data also indicated that the more severe the 
degree of urgency of illness, the greater the chance that 
1 the patient would be treated by a private physician . The 
emergency cases either requested the services of a private 
physician or the house staff called in the private physician. 
Of the 9 emergency cases treated by private physicians, 6 
were with house staff assistance . Of the 18 urgent oases, 8 
were with house staff assistance . 
Treatment classification 2£ Eatients 
The treatment classification of the patients was 
divided into five categories; treatment and discharge; 
minor surgery; miscellaneous procedures; observation; and 
admit . In addition, the first three categories were sub-
divided into private and house staff patients . Table 8 gives 
the distribution of the study sample into these categories . 
Two- third of all patients seen were treat d and dis-
charged from the Emergency War • The large majority of these 
were house cases . Fourteen per cent of the patients had 
minor surgery2 performed . The lar e majority of these cases 
~inor 
- -
surgical procedures included surgical excisions while 
miscellaneous procedures included procedures such as 
sigmoidoscopies and cystocopies. All booked pro-
cedures were classified as minor surgery or miscel-
laneous procedures . In addition, there v1ere other 
cases, primarily in the emergency and urgen.t cate-
gories , which were also classified in one of these 
two categories . These included dental problems and 
ineision and draina-.;)e of viOunds . These additio al 
cases account for the difference between the total 
11umber of booked procedures (49 cases) as opposed to 
the total number of minor surgery and miscellaneous 
pr_oceliur..e c .aes ( 64 cases) 
----
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TABLE 8 
TREAT!4ENT CLASSIFICATION 
OF PATIENTS 
Treatment Classification Nurt1ber 
Total 258 
Private, treat , discharge • • • • • • 31 
House, treat , discharge • • • ., • • • 144 
Minor surgery, private • • • • • • • 30 
Minor surgery , house • • • • • • • • 5 Miscellaneous procedures , private . . 13 
Mis cellaneous procedures , house • • • 16 
Observation • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
Admit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 8 
Percentage 
100.0 
12.0 
55.8 
11 . 6 
1 . 9 
5.0 
6. 2 
4-3 
3.1 
were private . Eleven per cent of the patients had miscel-
laneous procedures3 performed . These cases were approximately 
half each house and private . Seven per cent of the sample was 
either held for overnight observation or admitted to the 
hospital. 
Disposition 
After the patient received treatment, his disposition 
was decided. He may be discharged completely from medical 
care, or he may be discharged from the Emergency \'lard, but 
referred to another source such as the Outpatient Department 
or a private physician for continued medical care. He may be 
3Ibid . ===-===========~=============---­f=--"!-
I 
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J 
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admitted as an inpatient . Table 9 shows the disposition 
pattern for the study sample and its relationship to urgency 
of medical condition . 
One - third of the study sample was referred to the 
Outpatient Department4 and one - third to private physicians 
for continued medical care. One - fifth of the patients were 
oompletely discharged from further medical care. Seven per 
cent of the patients were admitted to the hospital as in· 
patients (5% to this hospital and 2~ to other institutions) . 
There were no dead-on-arrivals and loss than 1% of the 
patients expired in the Emergency Ward . 
Of the booked procedure cases , three-fourths were 
Of the urgent cases , over one - third were referred to 
the Outpatient Department, and slightly over one - fourth were 
referred to private physicians . One - fifth were discharged . 
Of the non - emergency cases , one -hal f were referred to the 
4-Any reference to the Outpatient Department also includes 
the Health Service , the hospital ' s facility for 
rendering medical care to its employees . 
--
-
--
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TABLE 9 
RELATIONSH IP OF PATIENTS ' DISPOSITION FROM THE 
EMERGENCY WARD AND URGENCY OF MEDICAL CONDITION 
I 
I Degree of Urgency of Medical Condition 
DIsposition Total Booked Proc. Emeraencv Urgent Non-emerqenc:v Doubtful Unknown 
No. t. No . 4ft No. _1._ No. t. No. ex. Mo. t. No. CXt 
Total 258 100.0 49 100.0 23 100. 0 96 100. 0 6o 100. 0 22 too.o 8 100. 0 
Percentage 100.0 19;0 8.9. 37. 2 23. 3 8.5 3. 1 
I Expf red In EW . 2 0.8 - -- 2 8. 7· - -- - -- - -- - --
' I DOA ••••••• 
- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -· -- - -- I 
oro• . . . .. . . 
I I CD 82 31 .8 7 14. 3 I 4. 3 35 36.5 25 41.7 13 59. J I 12. 5 I-' 
" 
I I Adnal t Ward . . • . 7 2. 7 - -- 3 13.0 3 3. J - -- f 4. 5 - --
Admit Private .. 6 2. 3 I 2.0 3 13.0 I 
I' 
1.0 
- -- - --
J 12. 5 
. 
6 Health Servicea 9 3·5 - -- l 4.3 2 2.1 10. 0 ... -- - --
' 
. . 
' 
I Private Phys I clan 85 32·9 39 79.'6 8 34.8 26 27. J 8 13.'3 - -- 4 50.0 
I ' 
I 
I Other Institution 6 2.3 .- -- J 4.-) 2 2. 1 2 3. 3 t 4. 5 - --
I 
I 
0 I sc:harged . . • 52 20. 2 1 2.0 3 13.0 21 21.9 18 30. 0 7 31.8 2 25 .0 
Return to EW • • 8 ) . l I 2.0 1 4. 3 5 5. 2 1 1.7 - -- - --
I 
Unknown .. •' ... I 0.4 
- -- - --
1 1.0 
- -- - -- - --
a 
The text discussion of the Outpatient Department also Includes the Health Service. 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
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Outpatient Department . Almost one - third were discharged . 
Thirteen per cent were referred to private physicians . 
Again , the data show that the private phy~icians 
were more involved with the management of the more seriously 
ill patients . They followed 35% of the emergency, 27% of 
the urgent, and 13% of the non-energency cases. In reverse , 
the data also show that the less serious the degree of ill -
ness , the greater the percentage of patients who were dis -
charged completely from care, or sent to the Outpatient 
Department for follow-up care . 
~ of ~utz 
Table 10 shows the relationship between the nursing 
personnel ~s t our of duty and degree of urgency of medical 
condition . Over on.e -half of the patients ca.'Yfle to the 
Emergency Ward during the day time hours of 7:00 A. M. and 
II 
3:00 P. M. One - third of the patients came to the unit during 
11 the evening hours of 3: 00 P . 11 . and 11: 00 P . ·I . Ten per cent 
of the patients came during the night hours of 11:00 P. 1. and 
7:00 A. H. 
I ot the 141 day time patients , one-third received 
treatment . for urgent conditions while another third had 
elective surgical procedures performed , Of the 91 evening 
I' 
I 
II 
!i 
patients , 40% were treated for urgent conditions and 34% 11 
i 
for non-enwrgency conditions . Of the 26 night patients , I 
half were treated for urgent conditions. 
--~-~======~--~--~-~*=====~~ 
---
Urgency 
Classifica-
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TABLE 10 
RELATIONSHIP BE~iEEN TOUR OF DUTY I N 
WHIOil PATIENTS C ·1E TO Tim EMERGENCY 
W RD AND URGENCY OF MEDICAL OONDI TION 
Tour of Duty 
tion Total 7M1-3P:t-t 3PH-11P~I llP.M- "lAM 
% No . 0"~ No . % No . % No . 
Total 258 100 . 0 141 100 . 0 91 100 . 0 26 100.0 
Percentage 100 . 0 54 . 7 35 . 3 10 . 1 
Booked proc . 49 19 . 0 44 31 . 2 3 3 . 3 2 7. 7 
Emergency 23 8 . 9 10 7.1 10 11. 0 3 11 . 5 
Urgent 96 37 . 2 44 31 . 2 38 41 .8 14 53 . 8 
Non- emergency 60 23.3 24 17 . 0 31 34. 1 5 19.2 
Doubtful 22 8.5 15 10 . 6 5 5.5 2 7. 7 
Unknown 8 3 . 1 4 2.8 4 4.4 - -
T.1e patients in the urgent category made up the 
largest number of patients treated during each t our of duty , 
and the later the hour , the greater the percentage of this 
group of patients treated . Patients with emergency condi -
tions came with approximately the same frequency during all 
tours of duty . More non- emergency patients were treated 
during the evening hours than any other tour of duty . As was 
expe cted, almost all of the booked procedures were perfo~ned 
during t he day time hours . 
Nursing students assigned to the day and evening 
tours of duty would have ample opportunity to help with the 
care of the majority of the patients treated in the unit . 
-----...., 
I 
i 
! 
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This would include a good number of patients in the emer-
gency and urgent categories . 
Day of week 
Table 11 illustrates hot-1 the study srunple Has dis-
tributed over tho days of the week and the relationship 
I 
between these days and urgency of medi cal condition . There 
I 
I 
was little difference between the days of the week regarding 
distribution of patients . The range of patients treated was 
II 
from 30 to 49 per day . Monday and Thursday were the busiest 
I' 
days , while ~~e sday, Wednesday, and Saturday were the slowest. ! 
One- fourth of ths sample was treated on the wee.kend ( Sat~rday 
and Sunday) . However , this was a holiday weekend . 
Of the patients scheduled for booked procedures, 84% 
were performed on weekdays . Thursday was the busiest day, 
with 12 pr•ocedures being performed . Almost 80% of the emer-
.E: ighty-tlu~ee per cent of the urgent patients were 
treated 'J.1hursday through Honday . Almost twice as :many 
patients were seen on Sunday than on any of these other days . 
Tuesday and vlednesday were slow days for patients in this 
category . 
I.!ionday and Thursday were the busiest days f or patient s 
·--- -
-
--· 
ay of Week I Total 
No. 
TABLE 11 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DAYS OF THE WEEK THAT PAT IENTS RECE IVE 
TREATMENT AND THE DEGREE Of URGENCY OF MEDICAL Cm-DITION 
1~1 Condltlon 
-
. 
Booked Proc. Emeraenc:v Ur gent Hoft-ell8rGenc:v UOUDtfUI 
~ No. ~ No. ~ Mo . ~ No. ~ No. 
' Tot al I 2ss 100.0 49 100. 0 23 100.0 96 100.0 60 100.0 22 100.0 
Perdmt aae 100.0 19.0 8.9 37. 2 23 .3 8. 5 
Monday . . . .I 49 19.0 I 7 14. 3 I 5 21 . 1 1 t4 14.6 14 23 . 3 5 22. 7 
30 11 . 6 4 8. 2 1 8 34.8 7 7. 3 6 10. 0 4 18. 2 I 
Wednesday ••• 30 11 . 6 9 18. 4 5 21 . 7 9 9. 4 6 10. 1) 1 4.5 I 
Thur sday . . . 44 17. 1 12 24.5 I 4. 3 14 14.6 II 18. 3 6 27. 3 
rtday . . . . 34 13. 2 9 18. 4 I 4. 3 13 13.5 8 13. 3 3 13. 6 
Saturday . . . 31 12.0 7 14. 3 
' 
4.3 13 13. 5 6 10.0 2 9. 1 I 
Sunday . . . . itO 15.5 I 2.0 2 8. 7 26 27. J 9 IS.O I 4.5 I 
Unknown 
No. 
' 8 100.0 
3. 1 
4 so.o 
II ():) 
\.n 
1 12.5 
- --
2 25.0 
1 12. 5 
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in the non-emergency category. Fourty-two per cent of this 
group were treated on these two days . 
Length 2£ time spent ~ Emergency Ward 
Table 12 sho'tvs the relationship between the total 
length of time the patients spent in the Emergency Ward and 
urgency of medical condition. Patients ' stay was for a 
relatively short period of time . 
Three - fourths of the patients remained in the unit 2 
hours or less , with 30% of them being discharged within 30 
t o 60 minutes . Seven per cent of the patients remained in 
the unit 4 hours and over . 
Three - fourths of the patients who had elective sur-
gical procedures performed were discharged lvithin 2 ho·urs , 
with one - fourth of them being released within 30 to 60 
minutes . 
Almost one -half of the emergency patients were dis -
-
charged within 30 minutes to 2 hours . As a group, though, li 
1j these patients remained in the unit longer than any other I 
patients . 
Eighty- four per cent of the urgent patients were dis-
missed within 2 hours, with slightly less than one-third being 
dismissed in 30 minutes to 1 hour . Sixty per cent of the non-
emergency patients were dismissed in less than 1 hour . This 
group of patients had the shortest stay . 
~ight per cent of the patients in each of the booked 
I 
I 
~ -
-
TABLE 12 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOTAL LENGTH OF TIME PATIENTS SPENT 
IN THE EMERGENCY WARD AND URGENCY OF REDICAL CONDITION 
Tot•1 Time Spent Oeqree of Ur ~encv of Medlc•l Condition 
b EMergency W•rcj Total Booked Proc. Emeraencv Uraent Non-emeraencv Doubtful Unknown (in hours) No. % No. ~ No. 
' 
No. I No. 
' 
No. 
' 
No. 
' Total 258 100. 0 49 100.0 23 100.0 96 100.0 60 100. 0 22 100.0 8 100.0 Percent•ge 100.0 19.0 8.9 37. 2 23. 3 8. 5 3. ' 
Less th•n t hour 44 17. 1 6 12. 2 2 8. 7 14 14. 6 18 30.0 4 18. 2 
- --
I 
t - 1 hour . . . 75 29. 1 l3 26.5 5 21 . 7 30 31 . 2 18 30.0 s 22.7 4 so.o OJ 
-.J 
I - lt hour . . qo IS.S 9 18.4 4 17. 4 16 16. 7 s 8. 3 3 13.6 3 37.5 I 
1! - 2 hours .• 34 13. 2 8 16. 3 4 17. 4 11 11 . 5 8 13. 3 3 13. 6 - --
2 - 2t hour s ~ • 18 7.0 4 8. 2 I 4. 3 9 9. 4 3 s.o 1 4.5 - --
2i .. 3 hours • ~ 21 8. 1 3 6. 1 4 17.4 7 7.3 5 8.3 2 9.) 
- --
I 
3 - 3t hours ~ . 7 2.8 2 4. I - -- 1 t .o 2 3.3 2 9. 1 - --
3! - 4 hours . • 2 0.8 
- --
I 4. 3 
- -- - --
1 4.5 
- --
4 hours &. over . 17 6.6 4 8. 2 2 8. 7 8 8. 3 I 1.7 1 4.5 1 12.5 
II 
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procedures , emergency, and urgent categories remained in the 
unit over 4 hours. 
~ 2£. residence 5rf ~ patients ~ carne 12, the 
Emergency Ward 
Table 13 shows the distribution of the areas of 
residence of the patients in the study sample • .5 The per-
centages do not take into account the size of the population 
in these areas, but the study saraple is so small, this fac~ 
tor can be safely disregarded . 
The majority of the patients lived relatively close 
to the hospital . Three-fourths of the sa.1uple lived in 
Brookline , Newton, and the following subdivisions of the 
II 
I 
I' 
City of Boston: Roxbury , Back Bay, Dorchester North, II 
Dorchester South, and Brighton. The largest concentration I 
·' I 1 of patien~s were in the communities of Brookline and Roxbury, 1 
i 
where 15~ each of the sample lived. 
Of the booked procedure patients, 20]& lived in 
Newton, 18~ in Brookline, and 12% each in Back Bay and the 
combined Dorchesters . Of the emergency patients, 26% lived 
i 
I 
i 
li 
in Brookline, and 13~ each in Dorchester North and Back Bay . i 
following source was used to do area of residence 
coding: Research Division, Boston House Numbers Qx Cengus Tracts, (Boston: Uni~ed Comrmxn!ty Ser-
VIces of Metropolitan Boston, 19.53) . I 
I 
I 
F=*====-~--===---~~=============-====================----=-~-~--=---~-~===#=========1 
I 
,-----------, 
-
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TABLE 13 
AREA OF RESIDENCE OF EMERGENCY WARD PATIENTS 
I 
No. in Par cent 
study of total 
! Total , all areas 2.58 100 . 0 
Brookline . 
• • • • • • • • • . • • • 39 1.5 . 1 Roxbury {Boston ) . • • • • • • • • • 39 1.5 .1 Back Bay (Boston) • • • • • • • • • • 30 11 . 6 Dorches ter North (Bos ton ) • • • • . • 24 9 . 3 Brighton (Boston) • • • • • • • • • • 21 8 . 1 Newton 
• • • • • . • . • • . • • • • 19 7- 4 Dorchester South (Boston) • • • • • • 18 7. 0 
Chelsea • • • . • • . . • . • • • • • 7 2. 7 South End (Boston) • . • • .. • • • • 6 2. 3 li Rosl indale • • • • • • . • • . • • • 5 1 . 9 II West Roxbury ( Boston) • • • • • • • • 5 1 . 9 : J amaica Pl ain (Boston ) • • • • . • • 5 1.9 
Cambridge • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 1. 6 I Charlestown (Boston ) . • . • • • • • 3 1. 2 
West ""'nd (Boston) • • • • • • • • • • 3 1 . 2 Eas t Boston (Bos t on ) . • . • . . .. . 2 0 . 8 
Boston City (Boston--no detail) • • • 2 0 . 8 
Malden • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 2 0. 8 Everett • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . 2 0. 8 Quincy • • • . • . • • . • • • • • • 2 0 . 8 
Hull • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 0. 8 
Braint r ee • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 1 0 . 4 
Randol ph • • • • • • • . • • • . • . 1 0 . 4 
Lynn • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 0 . 4 i' 
Medford 1 0. 4 i' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Somerville . . • • . • • • • • • . • 1 0 .4 I Dedham • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 1 0.4 
Milt on • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 1 0 . 4 
We l lesley • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 0. 4 
Danvers • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 0 . 4 ! 
North End { Bos~o~ ) • • . • • • • • • 1 0 .4 
Out side S. M.A. - • . • • . • • • • • 7 2 . 7 
Unknown • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 1 0 . 4 
6s ta.ndar d Met r opolitan Area as defined by u . s . Census , 1950 . 
7Included pat ient s f rom states of New York , Florida , and 
:Eennsylvania. l11'ho were "passing through t own." 
---,_ t--
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In these two urgency categories, very few patients lived in 
any other area . 
Of the urgent patients, 13 each lived in Brookline 
and Dorchester North . Ten per cent each lived in Roxbury 
and Back Bay . Of the non-emergency patients, 20% lived 
in Roxbury, 12% each in Brookline and Back Bay, and 10% in 
Dorchester South. In these two urgency categories, a few 
patients lived in each of approximately 20 other areas. 
The area of residence is illustrated graphically by 
Figure 3. 
Discussion 
As was hoped, the patient characteristics data was 
very similar to that reported in Lee•s8 study . Both studies 
were conducted in the same Emergency Ward . In addition, these 
data were also similar in many ways to Shortliffe's findings .9 
Before beginning discussion, the writer woul.d like to 
summarize the patient characteristics data, both in terms of 
a straight summary and a profile for each urgency classifica-
tion. 
8 Sidney s. Lee, Jerry A. Solon, and Cecil G. Sheps , ~· cit ., 
pp. 97-101 . 
9Ernest c. Shortliffe, T. Steward Hamilton , and Edward H. 
Noroian, ~· ~·~ pp . 20-25. 
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Of the 258 patients in the study sample : 
Approximately the same number of patients were treated 
f or non- emergency conditions or had elective surgical 
procedures performed as were treated for conditions 
which required immediate or very early medical care . 
One - third suffered from ac cidents . Ten per cent 
suffered f rom diseases of t he skin and cellular 
tissue, while another 8% had neoplasms. 
One -half were unknown to the Emergency War d prior t o 
their Emer gency Ward visit. Two - thirds were unknown 
to the Out patient Department. , 
There were a few more women than men in the study 
sampl e . More women were treated f or non- emergency 
conditions than were men . 
People of all ages used the Eme r gency Ward . Almost 
one- third of the users were between the ages of 5 and 
34 yea1,s . Another third were from 45 to 74 years . 
Disposition of pa t ients varied . One-fifth were dis-
charged compl etely from medical care. Two-thirds 
were discharged from the unit , but were referred t o 
other sources for continued medical care; half were 
sent to the Outpatient Department and the other half 
to private physic ians . Seven per cent of the patients 
were admitted to the hospital . Very few patients 
expired in the unit. 
The house staff treated two-thirds of all the patients . 
However , the private physic ians treated a greater 
percentage of the more seriously ill patients than 
did the house staff . 
The maj ority of the patients came to the unit during 
the day and evening hours , with more than half coming 
in the daytime . Patients with e ergency and urgent 
conditions came during all t ours of duty . More 
patients with non - emergency conditions came during 
the evening hours t han the other hours . The booked 
procedure cases were scheduled and performed during 
the daytime hours . 
The day of the week seemed t o make little difference 
regarding when the patient came to the unit . The 
range of patients treated was from 30 to 49 per day. 
One - f ourth of the patients came on the weekend . Booked 
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procedures were performed during the weekdays . The 
urgent patients came in good numbers most all days . 
of the week . 
The patients spent a relatively short period of time 
in the Emergency Ward . Three-fourths were dis-
charged in 2 hours or less . The emergency patients 
had the longest stay period, while the non- emergency 
patients had the shortest. 
A ~ajority of the patients lived relatively cl ose 
to the hospi.tal; Brookline, Newton, and subdivisions 
of the City of Boston (Roxbury, Dor chester North and 
South, and Brighton} . 
The patient characteristics data can also be viewed 
in the form of a profile f or each urgency classific ation as 
f ollows : 
Profile of the emergency patient . Nine per cent of 
the patients-In the sample (23 cases) were classified 
in this group and required Lmmediate medical care . 
They came to the ergency Ward with approximately the 
same frequency during all tours of duty . One -half 
of this group were involved in accidents and another 
17% suffered from problems associated with pregnancy. 
They represented a young age group , one -half being 
between the ages of 15 and 34 years . Half had pre-
viously been Emergency Ward patients . Also, half 
had previously been Outpatient Department patients . 
The house staff treated 6o · of the group, while the 
private physic ians treated 40~ . Proportionally more 
of these patients were treated by private physicians 
than any other urgency group . Concerning disposition, 
one - third were referred to private physicians for 
continued medical care, one - fourth were admitted as 
inpatients , 13% were discharged, and 9 expired in 
the Emergency Ward. As a group these patients spent 
more time in the unit than did the other urgency 
groups . 
(It must be kept in ind that this group was a small 
sample . ) 
Profile of ~ urgent patient . Patients in this 
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classification represented the largest group of 
patients served ~ Thirty- seven per cent of the sample 
(96 cases) were classified as urgent an required 
very early :medical care . They al so made up the 
largest number of patients treated during each tour of 
duty and the later t he hour , the greater the percent-
age of these patients treated . Of the total number of 
patients treated on each tour of duty, this group made 
·up 31% of the dayti e census, 42a of the evening census, 
and 54% of the night census. 
The age range of the group varied , covering all levels. 
One-half of the pai;ients were between 5 and 34 year s 
while another 29 cases were between 45 and 64 years . 
Sixty per cent of the group were unknown to the Out-
patient Department prior to this visit, while slightly 
less (54,) were unknown to the Er11ergency ~lard . 
Little less than one-half of the group were involved 
in accidents and another 10% suffered fro diseases 
of the digestive system. The house staff treated 
three - fourths of the group and private physicians 
treated 1 %. After treatment , over one-third were 
referred to the Outpatient Department and one-fourth 
were referred to private physicians for continued 
nedical care. One - fifth were discharge • 
Profile of the non- emergency :eatient . T'l-renty- four 
per cent-of~e-s- ple {60 cases) were in this group 
and did not require immediate or very early medical 
care. These patients came to the unit during all 
tours of duty, but slightly more came during the 
evening hours . Thi s was the only group where there 
was a difference in the sex of the number of patients 
treated . There were more women than men, 39 women 
as compared to 21 men . 
Sixty per cent of the group were unknown to the Out -
patient Department and 43% were unknown to the 
Emergency Ward prior to this visit. One-half of 
these patients were between the ages of 15 and 34 
years . 
These pa t ients suffered from a wide variety of ill-
nesses , but the largest single diagnosis was accidents . 
Twenty- eight per cent of the group were involved in 
them. The house staff treated 90% of the group . Con-
cerning disposition , one - half of the group was 
referred t o the outpatient Department and 13% were 
II 
II 
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referred to private physicians for continued medical 
care . One-third were discharged. This group spent 
t he least amount of time in the Emergency Ward. 
Profile of t h booked trocedure Eatient. Nineteen 
per cent-or~e pat!en s in the sample~(49 cases} 
plan.aed in advanc to have elective surgical pro-
cedures per!'or·med in the r ency Ward. Forty-.fo·ur 
of' the 49 cn.ses l.Zere performed during the dayti e 
hours . 
Thirty-one of these 49 patients suffered from either 
neoplasms or diseases of the skin and cellular 
tissues . The age group of t hese patients ranged from 
15 t o 74 years . Private physicians tz•eated and 
f ollowed three - fourths of the group. Thr-ee-fourths 
were unknown t o the outpatient Department before this 
Emergency Ward visit , while one -half of them had made 
previous use of the Emergency Ward . 
The patient characteristics data are now discussed in 
terms of how they would influence a nursing student's emergency 
nursing experience . 
Even though the only basis on which the writer could 
compare this unit t o other e ergency units is that of personal 
experience and reading the literature , she tends to feel that 
this particular unit is less busy than many units , and treats 
a smaller percentage of patients requiring immediate or very 
early medical care . Less than 5% {11 cases) of the patients 
were brought to the ·unit by the police, of whom 8 required 
immediate or very early med i cal care . Increasing the number 
of police cases treated would probably increase the number of 
patients requiring immediate or very early medical care. 
Although the Emergency Ward admitted as many patients 
who did not require immediate or very early medical care , as 
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patients who did, the nursing student would still have an 
opportunity to help treat patients -vrith emergency- type ill-
1 nesses . Since one-fifth of the patients had elective surgical 
procedures perfo Ined , the student would undoubtedly help with 
these , but this would probably duplicate, to some extent, part 
of the operating room experience . 
II Since only one - third of the patients were known to the 
Outpatient Department, and one-half were known to the E ergency 
Ward prior to their visit, and very few patients were admitted, 
the student would have little chance of following a patient 
from the Outpatient Department to the Emergency Ward to the in-
pati ent area . However , she would have a good chance of seeing 
Outpatient Department patients in the Emergency Ward. The 
writer was surprised that a greater number of patients were 
not known to the Outpatient Department, particularly in light 
of the comments made by the physicians regarding the out -
pati ents• use of the Emsrgency Ward . 
Since few patient s come t o the unit during the night 
hours , the students• learning experience would be more profit-
able if limited to the day and evening hours. The st·udent•s 
rotation could be planned on the basis of a seven day week . 
The major difference between weekdays and weekend days was 
that booked procedures were performed on the weekdays . Be -
cause a holiday weekend was included in the study period, the 
writer does not know if the fact that one -fourth of the 
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sample came t o the unit over the weekend was typical or not. 
II The student 1.1ould get t o see patients suf'fering .from 
II 
II 
a wide variety o.f illnesses and certainly accidents. However , 
t here were few tra~atic accidents such as ~1nshot wounds and 
stabbings as compared t o those seen in other emergency units . 
The student would get t o utilize her kn wledge of first aid . 
ven thou&h the house staff treatec1 a rl'lB.jority o~ the patients , 
the student Hould have a chance to work with the more experi-
enced physicians in the care of the more seriously ill pa-
tients . 
Since the pat ients' length of stay in the unit was 
relatively short, the student would get to see a VRriety of 
patients . Because few deaths occurred, she would have less 
opportunity to work with f ilies, clergy, and police regard-
ing problems in this area. 
In conclusi on, the patient census indicates that nurs -
ing students could see enough pa tients who required immediate 
or very early me ical care to get en experience in emergency 
nursing . However, the exper ence would have t o be planned 
carefully, the number of students assigned would have to be 
limited , and alert clinical supervision would be required in 
order for students to get sue experience . 
Types £! Nursing Services 
11 Data on types of nursi g services are pr·e s(:hl- •Ja i 
terms of the total n ber of · ivi ual patients who receivea 
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the various categories of nursing services, the total number 
of times the services were performed, and the ratio of number 
of perforrr~ces to pati nts, by type of nursing service and 
degree of urgency of illness . The t tal nm1b r f patients 
treated by each level of nursing personnel and the total nwn-
ber of' patients receiving the various categor·ies of nursing 
services which each level of nursing perso 1el performed are 
also included . 
~ ;erocassin.s 
Types of nurs ing services which were rendered to 
patients were recorded u der Section X on the infor 1mtion 
. 10 c· 
schedule. There were ;;~4 itens in this section. By the 
time the study observations were co plated, additional ser -
vices had been added, bringing the total to 62 ite s . These 
additional ite_ s were ones which the writer had not anticipated 
when the information schedule was prepared. In addition, 
space was provided for write - in items in the area of inter-
personal relations. 
For purposes of presentation, the nursing service 
items were grouped into 14 categories, according to t e pur-
poses for which the items were performed. 'l'hese categories 
were kept under the 5 major nursing service classifications 
II _____ _ 
10
see Appendix C, Information Schedule . 
II 
II 
I 
I 
J 
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which appeared on the information schedule, namely: Personal 
Needs, Treatment, Medications, Other, and Interpersonal 
Relations. 
Nine items which were listed on the information 
schedule were not performed for patients during the study 
period and were not grouped into categories. They were: 
assisting with gavage; assisting with lavage; cast application; 
lumbar puncture; thoracentesis; irrigation of eye; putting 
patient on pacemaker; and administration of 2 types of medica -
tions, topical and sub-lingual . The remaining 53 items were 
grouped irito the 14 categories as follows: 
PERSONAL NEEDS 
1 . Patient otility (or obility). •rhis category 
included 7 items: assisting patient in and out of 
wheel chair, stretcher, or bed; dressing or un-
dressing patient; assisting patient in ambulating; 
transporting patient to , from, and within the 
Emer•gency Ward; and assisting patient with crutch 
walking . 
2. Intake and Output Procedures. This category 
included 5 items: giving patient fluids; serving 
food trays; feeding patient; giving bedpan or 
urinal; and assisting patient Who is vomiting. 
3 . Hygienic and Safety f easures . This category in-
cluded 4 items: checking clothing and valuables; 
applying or removing restraints; oral hygiene and 
washing face and hands; and identifying patients 
going to the Operating Room by securing a name 
tag to their wrists . 
TREATMENT 
4. Vital Signs . This category incl'uded 5 items: 
recording of blood pressure, pulse, respirations; 
and oral and rectal temperatures. 
6. 
7 •. 
8 . 
9. 
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Procedures for Eliminating Physical Discomfort. 
This category included 4 items: giving enema; 
catheterization; applying or removing hot water 
bottle or ice cap; and assisting with paracentesis . 
Procedures f or Respiratory Relief . This category 
included 3 items: administering oxygen; auc -
tioning outh and throat; and assisting putting 
patient on pacemaker. 
Care of Wo·unds. This cate ory included 7 i terns : 
shaving skin; cleansing wounds; removing or apply-
ing dressings; assisting doctor with dressing; 
assisting doctor with minor surgical procedures; 
applying sling; and checking circulation of limbs. 
Preparation of Patient for Examinations . Thi s 
category included 3 items: preparing patient for 
examination; assisting with pelvic examinations; · 
assisting with other examinations . 
Procedures Performed for Diagnostic Purposes . 
This category included 6 items: assisting with 
aspiration; collecting blood; collecting other 
specimens; testing urine for sugar and acetone; 
measuring intake and output; and assisting with 
electrocardiograms . 
10 . Postmortem Care . This category included only 
l ' item. 
MEDI CATIONS 
11. edications . This category included 6 ite s: 
administration of oral, sub- cutaneous, intra-
musculs.r and rectal medications; assisting with 
intravenous medications and infusions . (This 
last item, intravenous infusions, was the only 
item moved from one general grouping to another. 
It was listed as a treatment on the information 
schedule, but was grouped as a medication because 
it seemed to belong more in this category. ) 
OTHER 
Admission Interview. This category included only 
1 item, the completion of the Emer gency Ward 
med ical record sheet . 
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13 . Operation Consent Sheet . This category included 
only 1 item, obtaining permission to perform an 
operative procedure . 
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS 
14. Some interaction always occurred between t he patie t 
and the nursing service personnel , but this cate -
gory was designed to include only those exchanges , 
which, in the opinion of the writer , were designed 
to be of substantial help to t he patient and his 
family . They involved the patient, his family, 
and his illness . The observations were recorded 
as write-in items and classified later when all the 
observations had been co pleted . 
Both the observations and the classifications were 
subjective, but the writer tried to be as ob-
jective as possible . The interpersonal exchanges 
were classified into 4 groups as follows : 
a . Reassurance to the Patient. Examples of ex-
changes placed in this group were the nursing 
personnel ' s holding a patient ' s hand during a 
procedure , talking to a patient, covering a 
child's eyes so he could not see what was 
being done to him, or supporting the patient ' s 
decision to f oll ow his doctor ' s advice . 
b . Reassurance to Patients ' Family or Friends . 
Examples of e~chan es placed in this group were 
the nursing personnel ' s explaining the patient ' $ 
i 1 ess to his frunily, or suggesting that a 
husband sit with his acutely ill wife. 
c. Instruct ions to the Patient, his Fa ily and 
Friends . Examples of exchanges placed in this 
group were the nur sing personnel' s reviewing 
the doctor's orders with the patient or family , 
or giving directions t_o a patient who was being 
sent to another hospital area for continued 
medical care. 
d . Preparation of Patient f or a Procedure . Ex-
amples of exchanges placed in this group were 
the nursing personnel 's specifically telling 
a patient what to do when getting him ready 
for a procedure . 
II 
I 
II 
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This discussion of types of nursing services rendered 
pertains only to the 228 patients in the booked procedures, 
emergency, urgent , and non- emergency classifications. The 
30 patients in the doubtful and unknown classifications were 
excluded because the writer felt it would be difficult to 
make meaningful interpretations from the data on these 2 
groups of patients . 
Total number ££ patients and services 
Table 14 shows the total number of individual patients 
who received services in each of the nursing service categories 
and the total number of times these services were performed . 
T~e total number of individual patients who received 
services ( the writer also refers to these services as pro -
cedures) in each of the various nursing service categories 
was derived by counting each patient only once in each category 
in which he received services, regardless of the number of 
separate items in that category which were perfor.med for him 
or the number of times each item was repeated for him. He 
was counted once in as many different categories as were 
applicable for him. 
The total number of times the nursing services were 
performed was derived by taking the figures from the total 
column under nsection X, Number of Times Performed" on the 
infor ation schedule for all ite s in a given category and 
computing a grand total for the category. This process was 
TABLE 14 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF I NDIVIDUAL PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED SERVICES 
IN EACH OF THE NURSING SEJ:lYI CE CATEGORIES AND THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF TIMES THESE SERVICES WERE PERFORMED 
Types of Nursing Number P e r C e n t 
Services Total No . of rrotal No. Total No . of' Total No . ( by category) Patients of Times Patients of Times 
Receiving Service Re ceiving Service 
Services Performed Services Performed 
Total 228 1449 (100 )a 100. 0 
1 . Pt . Motility • • • • • . 103 328 45 . 2 22 . 6 
2 . Intake & Output . . . . 24 65 10. 5 4 . 5 
3 . Hyg . & Safety 11 . • • • • 35 66 15.4 t · 6 4. Vital Signs • • • • • • 109 378 47 . 8 2 . J_ 
5. Physical Discom£ort • • 7 8 3 . 1 0 . 6 
6 . Resp . Relief • . -·· . . . 6 10 2 . 6 0 . 7 
7 . Care of \founds • • • • • 52 96 22 . 8 6 . 6 
8 . Prep . f or Exam. .. . •· . 14 25 6 . 1 1 . 7 
9 . Diag. Proc. . • • • • . 31 34 13 . 6 2 . 3 
10 . Postmortem Care . .. . . 2 2 0.9 0 . 1 
11 . Nedications . • • • • • 51 74 22 . 4 ,5 . 1 
12 . Adm. Interview • • • • • 225 225 98. 7 15. 5 
13. Op . Consent • • • • • • 61 61 26 . 8 4.2 
14. Interpersonal Rel . • • 47 77 20 . 6 5.3 
--~-~ - ~ ·-- ~"----- ~ -- ------~---~ ~~- · -- -- - ~---~-~--- ------ - - ---~ -- - --- ·- --~-- -- - - · - --·-·-- - - - -
asince each patient was counted once in each category in which he had nursing services 
performed , this column is not additive . The writer did not determine the 
relationship between the number of same and di.f.ferent patients counted in the 
vaF:tous -e11te-geri-e s-; 
II 
~ 
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0 
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repeated for each of the 14 categories . 
For example , if 1 patient , during his Emergency Ward 
visit , had his blood pressure, pulse , and respirations taken 
3 times each, his temperature taken once and an admission 
interview completed, he was counted once in Category 4 
(Vital Signs) under "Uumber of Patients Receiving Services 11 • 
The total number of times services in this category were per-
formed was 10 . He was also counted once in Category 12 
(Admission Interview) under "Number of Patients Re ceiving 
Services" . The total number of times the service was per-
formed was 1 . 
Direct nursing services were re dered to 99% of the 
patients in the sample . By ad inistrative policy, an ad-
mission interview11 was to be completed for all patients who 
came to the Emergency Ward for edical treatment . Of' the 
sample of 228 patients , all except 3 had this sheet made out 
directly for them. These 3 patients were infants who were 
scheduled for circumcisions which were performed in the 
hospital's Circumcision Roo • The circumcision nurse tele -
phoned their identifying in!ormation to the Emerge cy Ward 
11This procedure was overlooked by the lvriter when she was 
preparing the information schedule . It was added when 
the study observations were almost one-half finished . 
As a result, the writer was able to record the pro -
cedure as being done for each patient , but was not al -
ways able to reconstruct which level of nur&ing per-
sonnel interviewed hi • 
- 10.5 -
and the admi ssion interview was co plated . This was con-
sidered an indirect rather than a direct nursing service, so 
these 3 patients ware not counted in Catogory 12 (Admission 
Intervie1r1). 1he admission interview was done once for each 
of i;he remaining 22.5 patients and accounted for 16% of the 
total number of procedure performed. 
The only direct nursing service received by 28 of the 
remaining 22.5 pat ients was the admission interview. This in- II 
eluded 4. patients in the booked procedures , 2 in the e ergency, 
9 in the urgent, and 13 in the on-emergency classifications. 
IJ.'hese patients did receive indirect nursing and medical ser-
1 vices, neither of which v1ere observed for purposes of this 
Granting permission so an operative procedure can be 
performed is a legal procedure. It consisted of the nursing 
personnel having the patient or responsible member of the 
11 family sign an operative consent sheet which gave the hospital 
and the doctor per ission to operate on or give an anesthetic 
agent to the patient. Patients having booked procedures or 
emergency surgery (including suturing ) or going to Dental 
I' 
Clinic were required to give their permission. One-fourth 
of the patients in the sample signed an operative consent 
sheet . This procedure accounted for 4% of the total number 
of procedures performed. 
The number of patients receiving services in the 
classifications of Personal Needs , Treatment, iedications, 
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and Interpersonal · elations varied . Almost one -half of the 
patients in the sample had p ocedures performed in each of 
2 categories, Vital Signs and Patient rfotility. The writel"• 
noted that the nursing staff routinely obtained vital signs 
on rna.ny patients as they were admitted to the li:r ergency Ward, 
and that many patients needed assistance in getting in and 
about the unit . 
Procedures in the categories of Care of Wounds, 
~ edications, and Interpersonal Relations were performed for 
21/ to 23~ of the patients . In vie'\-J of the fa.c t tha. t over 
one-half of the patients in the sample were victims of 
accidents or had booked procedures performed, the writor 
expected that more patients would have received are of 
Wound procedures . However , rnany of the booked procedure 
patients went to the Operating Room to have their surgery 
performed and received only pre- and post - operative care in 
the Emergency ard . 
Procedures in the cate ories of Intake and Output , 
Hygienic and Safety Measures , and Procedures Perfor ed for 
Diagnostic Purposes were perfor ed for 11 to 15% of the 
patients . Six per cent or less of the patients received 
procedures in the categories of Preparation of Patient for 
Examinations , Elimination o Physical Discororort, Respiratory 
Relief , and Postmortem Care . This last procedure was per-
formed least of all, being done for 2 patients . 
II 
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Nursing services ware performed for patients a total 
of 1449 times . Some of the services were repeated many ti es 
for the sarrte patient while others were done only once . A 
majority of the services performed fell into a few categories . 
Procedures in the Vital Signs and Patient Motility 
categories t ogether accounted for a ost one -half of all 
procedures performed . If the admission interview is in-
cluded , these 3 categories accounted for 65% of all pro-
cedures per f ormed . The number of ti as procedures in the 
remaining categories were performed accounted for a very 
sn~ll per cent of the t otal . Procedures in the categories 
of Intake and Output , Hygienic and Safety easures , Care of 
Wounds , !1edications , and Interpersonal Relations each ac-
counted for from 4% to 6% of the total number of procedures 
performed . Procedures in the re1naining categories were per-
for ed less than 2% of the total . 
vhen comparing the percentage of the total number of 
patients who had categories of procedures perforn1ed with the 
percentage of total number of times the procedures \>lere per-
formed, the data indicated that although t he nurs ing per-
sonnel rendered service to a good number of individual 
patients, the variety of types of nursing services which 
were performed for them was relatively sn~l . While almost 
one-half of the patients had procedures performed in each of 
the categorie s of Vi tal Signs and Patient Motility, the total 
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number of times these procedures were performed each accounted 
for approximately one-fourth of the total nUU'..ber of pro-
cedures performed . 
Approximately one-fifth to one - fourth of the patients 
had procedures performed in the categories of Care of Wounds , 
Med ications, and Interpersonal Relations , yet the total 
number of times these procedures were performed each ac-
co·Wlted for approximately 5% to 6% of the total nu.mber of 
procedures performed . Another illustration, ·while Procedures 
Per ormed for Diagnostic Purposes were done for 14% of the 
patisnts , these procedures ac counted for only 2% of the total . 
'rhis was also true of procedures in the Intake and Output and 
Hygienic and Safety }1easures categories . 
Performance ratio 
Table 15 shows the ratio of number of perfo~~ces of 
nursing services t o patients , by type of nursing services and 
degree of urgency of medical condition. The total number of 
patients served and the total number of per.forrr~ncas of 
nursing services are also includ d in this table . 
The ratio of number of perfor ances was computed for 
each urgency classification by dividing the number of tL, es 
its procedures were performed by the total number of in-
dividual patients served . For xample, for the booked pi•o-
cedure patients in Category 1, Patient 1 otili ty , 32 patients 
received these procedures for a total of 87 times . The per- ~ 
I 
-TABLE 15 
NUMBER OF PATIENTS SERVED. NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES OF NURSING SERVICES. AHD 
RATIO OF NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES TO PATIENTS. BY TYPE OF NURSING SERVICE 
AND DEGREE OF URGENCY OF MEDICAL CONDITION 
t~umber of Number of Ratio of 
Type of Individual Performances Number ·of Performances 
Nursing Service Pat I e'l_ts Served of Nursing Services to Patients 
(by category) Urgency Classificationa Urgency Classification UqJency Class i fi cat ion 
T 8 E u N-E T B E u N-E T 8 E u N·E 
I . Pt. Mot i 1 i ty . • . . 103 32 15 42 14 328 87 77 104 60 3.2 2.] 5.1 2.5 4. 3 
2. Intake & Output . . 24 5 5 11 3 65 5 18 37 5 2.7 J.O 3.6 ).4 1.7 .t 
3. Hyg. & Safety M. • • 35 18 6 9 2 66 34 11 17 4 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.0 ...., 
4. Vital Signs . . . . 109 7 16 52 34 378 35 70 188 85 3.5 5. 0 4.4 3. 6 2. 5 0 
...0 5. Physical Discomfort 7 l - 4 2 8 1 - 5 2 1.1 1.0 - 1.3 1.0 
6. Resp . ReJ fef . . . . 6 
- 3 2 I 10 - 7 2 1 1.7 - 2.3 1.0 1.0 • 
7. Care of Wounds . . . 52 19 3 21 9 96 37 6 42 11 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.2 
8. Prep. for Exam. . . 14 
-
2 7 5 25 - 5 12 8 1.8 - 2.5 1.7 1.6 
9. Dlag. Proc. . . . . 31 ll 1 9 lj 34 11 8 1 1 4 I. I 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.0 
10. Postmortem Care . . 2 
-
2 
- -
2 
-
2 
- -
1.0 
-
1.0 
- -
II. Medications . . . . 51 9 11 27 4 74 13 13 43 5 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.6 1.3 
12. Adm. Interview . .• 225 46 23 96 60 225 46 23 96 60 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
13. Op. Consent . . . . 61 40 6 12 3 61 40 6 12 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
14. Interpersonal Rei •• 47 10 6 26 5 77 19 17 36 5 1.6 1.9 2. 8 1.4 1.0 
er • Total; 8 • Booked procedures; E • Emergency; U • Urgent; N·E • Non-emergency. 
I 
-
~ 
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f ormance ratio was computed to be 2.7 times per patient . 
There seemed to be a direct relationship between per -
formance ratio of nursing services and the degree of urgency 
of the patients • medical condition. The more seriously ill 
the patient , the more frequently were nursing services per -
formed for him. Generally, patients in the e ergency group 
had the highest performance ratio while patients in the non-
emergency group had the lowest. Patients in the urgent group 
resembled the emergency patients 1n some respects and the non-
emergency patients in other respects . However, the perform-
ance ratio was approximately the same for all 4 classifica-
tions ( including the booked procedure cases) of patients in 3 
categories, Hygienic and Safety easures, Medications, and 
Procedures Performed for Diagnostic Purposes . 
The emergency patient had procedures performed in all 
categories except 1, Procedures f or Eliminating Physical Dis - II 
comfort. The urgent and non-emergency patients had procedures 
performed in all categories except Postrortem Care. 
Comparing the emergency, urgent, and non- emergency 
classifications, the emergency patient had procedures per -
for.tned more times per patient in the following 7 categories: 
Patient Motility, Intake and Output, Procedures for Res -
piratory Relief, Vital Signs, Preparation for Examinations, 
Interpersonal Relations, and Postmortem Care . In all of 
these categories except Patient Motility, the number of times 
II 
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the procedures were performed per patient decreased directly 
as the degree of seriousness of illness decreased. The cate-
gory of Patient ··lotili ty puzzled the writer. She could not 
account for the fact that the non- emergency patients had such 
a high ratio compared to the urgent group. She thought that 
age might be a factor, but one -half of the patients in the 
non-emer gency classification were between the ages of 15 and 
34 years. 
The performance ratio for procedures in the Intake 
and Output and Care of Wound categories for the emer gency 
and urge4t patients were very similar while the non- emergency 
patient was different, being much lower . On the other hand , 
the performance ratio for the urgent and non-emergency 
patients in the categories of Relief of Respiratory Distress, 
Preparation of Patient for Examinations, Postmortem Care, and 
Interpersonal Relations were very s~ilar while the emergency 
patient was different, being much higher. 
The direct relationship between the performance ratio 
of nursing services and degree of urgency of illness was also 
supported by the fac t that the less serious the nature of the 
p1 tient t s medical condition, the greater t he nm1 ber of 
patients whose only direct nursing service was the completion 
of the admission interview. There were 2 patients in the 
emergency , 9 in the ur gent, and 13 in the non- emergency 
classification in this group.· 
1 
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The performance ratio of nursing services for patients 
in the booked procedure class ification did not seem to form 
any definite pattern . These pat ients came to the Emergency 
Ward for a specific purpose, either to have a surgical 
excision, or the performance of a diagnostic procedure which 
was usually done outside the unit . 
These patients did not receive procedures in 3 
categories of nursing services: Relief of Respiratory 
Distress, Preparation of Patient for Examinations, and Post~ 
mor tem Care . The performance ratio in another 3 categories, 
Hygienic and Safety Measures , 1edications , and Procedures 
Performed for Diagnostic Purposes, was approxiiately the srune 
as for the emergency, urgent, and non- emergency patients. 
They also had the same performance ratio as t he non- emergency 
patient in the category of Procedures for Elimination of 
Physical Discomfort , although it was not really too much 
lower than the urgent patient . The emergency patient did 
not r ece ive procedures in this latter category. 
The booked procedure patients had the highest ratio 
of all the urgency clas ifications for the category of Vital 
Signs, being 5 times per patient . This was not surprising 
since they received pre- and post-operative care in the 
Emergency 1~ard. They had the lm·1est rat i o for the Intake and 
Output category; again this was not too surprising. They were 
between the emergency and urgent patients in Interpersonal 
Relations , being second highest . Finally , they were similar 
II 
II 
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to the emergency and urgent patients in the Care of Wound 
category . 
Nursing personnel activity 
lEach patient was treated by one or more members of 
the nursing staff, depending upon his illness and the 1 .. mr. ~ 
load of the emergency unit . The nursing personnel either 
worked singly or in groups . ·able 16 shows the n ber of 
patients served by each level of nursing personnel , by degree 
of urgency of medical conditlon. A patient often received 
services from more than one staff ember . 
The staff nurse rendered service to the rnajori·ty of 
t he patients { 75%), prillla.I'ily because she was the only staff 
member who was assigned to all three tours of duty. Of the 
193 patien·ts treated by her , 76 came 1 during the daytime 
and 117 during he evening and night tours of duty . The 
head nurse saw one-fifth of ·the pati nts . The practical 
nurse and the nursing aide both saw approximately the srune 
percentage of patie 1ts , between 12,, and 15%. The latter 3 
levels of nursing personnel worked only the day tour of duty . 
The t'other" category r nd red servic s to 38% of the 
patients. These personnel included the floor secretaries, 
orderlie s , .ursing students, vo unteers, and fat ily and 
friends of tho patients . The percenta e of pati nts treated 
by the 11 lh"lk...~own 11 category was high {30;&) because the writer 
was not able to recons·truct 1ihich level of nursing personnel 
II 
I 
I 
,, 
-TAlL£ 16 
THE NUMBER OF PATIEMTS SERV£0 BY EACH LEVEL OF NURSJNG PERSONNEL, 
BY DEGREE OF URGENCY OF KEOICAL CONDJTION8 
Category of Urgency Classification 
Nursing Total Booked Proc. Emeraencv Uraent Non-emer~ency Unk. &. Doubtful 
Personnel No. % No. % No. % No. ex. No. % No. % 
No. of Patients 258 100.0 49 100.0 23 100.0 96 100.0 60 100.0 30 100.0 
Head nurse • • • 51 19.6 8 16. 3 4 17. 4 21 21.9 7 11.7 II 36. 7 
Staff nurse • • • l93b 74. 8 30 61.2 21 91.3 75 78.0 48 80 .0 9 30 .0 I 
1-' 
Practical nurse • 30 12.0 13 26. 5 3 13.0 10 10. 4 2 3. 3 2 6. 7 
, I-' 
.r;.-
I 
Nursing aide . . 39 '5 . 1 14 28. 6 4 17. 4 10 10. 4 3 5.0 8 26. 7 
Other • • • • • • 98 38.0 21 42.9 12 52. 2 34 35. 4 20 33 . 3 1 3. 3 
Unknown • • • • • 71 )0. 2 IS 30. 6 I 4. 3 33 34. 4 18 )0. 0 4 13. 3 
•columns are not addltlve because the same patient might have received treatment by more than one 
category of nursing personnel. 
bThis total includes 117 patients (461) treated by the staff nurse on the evening and night tour 
of duty, When she worked alone or with a $ecretary . She also received help from the "other11 
category. 
II 
II 
~ 
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conpleted the admission interview for a large number of the 
patients . 
All personnel rendered service to patients in all 
urgency classifications, but to varying degrees . The head 
nurse helped 22~~ of the urgent patients, 17% each of the 
booked procedure and eroorgency patients and 12% of the non-
emergency patien s . The staff nurse assisted all of the 
emergency patients except 2 (91,;) and 80, each of the urgent 
and non- emergency patients . Her s allest contribution was to 
the bo oked procedure patients, where she he l ped 60% of this 
group , still a sizable nurooer . 
The practical nurse and nursing aide took care of 
approximately the same number of patients in each of the 
urgency classifications . They helped more patients in the 
booked procedure group (27%) than in any other. They assist ed 
13 to 17% of the emergency, 10% of the urgent and 3 to 5% of 
the non ... emergency patients . The "other" category helped 
from one-third t o one-half of patients in all classifications . 
Table 17 shows the number of individual patients who 
received the various categorieo of nursing services from each 
level of nursing personnel. It does not tell the frequency 
with which these pe rsonnel performed these various services, 
as a patient is counted only once in a category . 
The head nurse performed services for patients in 
many categories, but did not help a great number of patients 
TA8LE 17 
THE NUKBER OF lMOtVIOUAL PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES 
OF NURS lNG S.ERV ICES FROM EACH LEVEL OF MURS lNG PERSONNEL a 
Types of Nursing Level of Nursing Personnel 
Services Total Head Staff Prac:t i cal Nursing I Other I Unknown 
(by category) Nurse Nurse Nurse Aide No. ~ No. % No. 'I No. 
" 
Ito. 1£ No. % No. 
" Total No. of Patients ! 228 100.0 40 100.0 174 100.0 28 100.0 31 100.0 87 100. 0 67 100.0 
ercentacae I too.o 17. 5 76. 3 12. 3 13. 6 38. 2 29 .4 
t . Pt . Kotf1Jty •••••• 103 45. 2 11 27. 5 68 39. 1 16 57 . I 13 41.9 53 60 . 
2. lnteke ~Output ••• 24 10. 5 5 12. 5 17 9.8 4 14. 3 3 9. 7 14 16. 1 
3. Hyg . ~Safety M •• • 35 15. 4 4 10.0 24 13. 8 5 17. 9 3 9. 7 2 2. 3 3 3. 0 
4. V hal Signs ...... 109 47.8 9 22. 5 88 50. 6 5 1].9 11 35 .5 - - - - II .... .... 5. Phys. Discomfort •. 7 3. 1 - - 5 2. 9 2 ] . I - - - - - - 0\ 
6. Resp. Relief .•... 6 2.6 
- -
6 3. 4 
- - - -
- I 1.1 
7. Care of Wounds ... 52 22.8 2 5. 0 37 21.3 l1 39. 3 9 29. 0 
8. Prep. for Exam. . . 14 6.1 I 2.5 11 6. 3 - - 2 6. 5 9. 01 ag . Proc. . ..... 31 14.0 3 7. 5 24 13.8 5 17.9 3 9. 7 
10. Postmortem Care .. 2 0. 9 - - 1 0. 6 - - - - 2 2. 3 
11 . Medications ...... 51 22.4 11 27.5 41 23.6 - - - - I Ll 
12. Adm. Interview ... 225 98. 7 10 25.0 94 54.0 10 35. 7 7 22. 6 4S 51.7 59 88. 1 
13. Op. Consent . . ..... 61 26.8 6 15. 0 24 13.8 8 28.6 5 16.1 3 3.4 IS 22. 4 
1#. Interpersonal Rei. 47 20. 6 7 17.5 38 21.8 2 7.1 1 3.2 I 1.1 2 ).0 
aColumns are not additive because the same patient might have received treatment by more than one level of 
nursing personnel . 
I, 
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in any one category . She did not assist with procedures in 
3 cat gories, Relief of Respiratory Distress, Procedures 
Performed for Diagnostic Purposes, and Postmortem Care . She 
helped more patients in the categories of Patient l\1otility, 
Vital Signs, t edications, and Admission Interview than in any 
other category . Of the 40 patients she helped, there were 
from 9 to 11 patients in each of the above 1entioned cate-
gories. She spent most of her time pel"f'orming administrative 
duties and indirect nursing services, such as making clinic 
appointments, record keeping, telephoning physicians, and so 
forth . 
The staff nurse performed services to a good number 
of patients in all nursing service categories. Of the 174 
patients she helped, she obtained both vital signs and the 
admiss1.on interview on one-half of the group . She also helped 
40% of these patients with motility . She had more inter-
personal exchanges with patients than did any other level of 
personnel . She assisted 22% of the patients she treated in 
this area, while the head nurse assisted 18% of her patients . 
There uas very little difference in the categories of 
nursing services performed by the practical nurse and nursing 
aide, although there was a difference in the n~~ber of 
-
patients treated by these 2 levels of personnel. On the whole, 
the practical nurse assisted a greater percentage of patients 
in the various categories than did the nursing aide . However , 
I 
~ 
I 
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they both helped the same percentage or more patients than 
the head nurse did in many categories . 
The practical nurse helped more patients in the 
categories of Patient Motility, Care of Wounds, Admission 
Interview, and Operative Consent Sheet. The nursing aide 
helped more patients in the categories of Patient l."lotility, 
Vital Signs~ Care of Wounds, and Admission Interview. 
The practical nurse assisted patients requiring 
proced·ures pertaining to elimination of physical discomfort 
while the nursing aide did not . The nursing aide assisted 
patients who needed to be prepared for examinations while 
the practical nurse did not . 
There were 3 categories of nursing services in which 
neither the nursing aide nor the practical nurse helped 
patients . By job definition, they were not permitted to give 
medications . They were trained to assist with postmortem 
care, but did not have an occasion to do so. Regarding the 
third category, Procedures for Respiratory Relief, which 1 
included procedures like administering oxygen, auctioning, I 
and assisting with application of pacemaker, the writer does 
not know if they were not trained to do these procedures, or 
if they did not have a chance to perfonn them. 
The "other" nursing personnel assisted with Patient 
~tility, Intake and Output, and the Admission Interview, 
the majority of which were completed by the floor secretaries . 
The "unknown" group assisted with the completion of the ad-
., 
I 
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mission interview and operative p rmit. 
Discussion 
Comparing the emergency, urgent , and non- emergency 
classifications , there was a direct relationship between the 
ratio of performance of nursing services to the degree of 
urgency of the patients ' med ical condition. The more seriously 
ill the patient, the ore frequently were nursing services 
performed for him. The emergency patients received the great -
est frequency of procedures, while the non-emergency patients 
rece ved the least . 
Data on types of nursing services rendered are sum-
marized in t e form of a profile for each urgency classifica-
tion, as follows: 
Profile of t he emergencz Eatient . These pat ients 
requiredumnediate edical care and received more 
nursing services than did patients in the other 
urgency classifications. They had the highest 
ratio of performance of nursing services. 
•any patients in this group received many procedures 
in a variety of categories of nursing services. 
There was only one category, Procedures for Elimina-
tion of Physical Discom£ort , in which they did not 
have services performed . 
Two-thirds of these 23 patients received procedures 
pertaining to both tility and vital signs . Al-
most one -half of the group received edications and 
30% had procedures done .for diagnostic purposes . 
One-fourth r eceived procedures pertaining to hygiene 
and safety measures , and the same percenta e signed 
an operative permit . 
Nursing services were performed 2 or more times per 
patient in 7 categories : Pati nt otility , Intake 
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and Output, Procedures for Respiratory Relief, Care 
of Wounds, Preparation for Examinations, and Inter-
personal Relations~ 
All levels of nursing personnel assisted with treat -
ant of these patients , but it was the staff nurse 
l-Iho was most involved with their treatment. She 
helped all patients except 2 in this group . 
Profile of the ur~ent patient . These patients re • 
quired very-eirly medical care. The nursing services 
they received resembled the emergency patients in 
some respects and the non - emergency patients in other 
respects . 
The urgent patients received services in all cate-
gories except 1, Postmortem Care, but a fewer number 
of patients required these services . Some services 
were rendered to many of the patient while other 
services were used very little. One-half of these 
96 patients had their vital signs t aken and 43% were 
helped with motility . One-fourth received m~dications 
and had interpersonal exchanges with th£ staff while 
one-fifth received procedures pertaining to care of 
wounds . Few patients received procedures for res -
piratory relief and elimination of physical discom£ort . 
As stated earlier, there were no deaths. 
Nursing services were perfor ed 2 or ore tunes per 
patient in l.~ categories: Patient otility, Intake 
and Output , Vital Signs, and Care of Wounds. 
While all levels of nursing personnel assisted with 
the care of these patients, the staff nurse rendered 
service to three - fourths of the group and the head 
nurse assisted 22%. 
Profile of the non-emsrgenc: ~atient . These patients 
did not require very early me l eal care and required 1 
fewer procedures than did the other urgency classifica-
tions . 
On the whole, the majority of these patients did not 
require a variety of types of nursing services . One -
half of th:ts group of 60 patients had their vi tal 
signs taken and one-fourth were helped with movement . 
One- fifth did not require any type of direct nursing 
service except the completion of the admission inter-
view . Procedures in the other categories were used 
very little . As with the urgent group , there were no 
deaths . 
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Nursing services were perfor ed 2 or more ti es per 
patient in 3 categories : Patient otility , Hygienic 
and Safety .easures , and Vital Signs. 
Again,.although all levels of nursing personnel 
assisted with the care of these patients , the staff 
nurse rendered service t o · O% of this group . 
Profile of the booked procedure patient . These 
pat!entsiarranged their Emergency Ward visit in 
advance . any of t he had procedures performed in 
several categories , but few or none required procedures 
in other categories . 
Of the 49 patients in this group , 40 of them signed 
an operative permit . Three - fifths had procedures 
pertaining t o patient motility , approximately two-
.fif ths had procedures pertaining t o both care of 
wounds and hygienic and safety measures . One- fifth I 
had procedures done f or diagnostic purposes and inter- I 
personal exchange s with the staff . No patients had 
procedures in 3 categories: Procedures f or RespiratorY, 
Relie.f , Preparation f or Examinations , and Postmor t em 
Care . 
Nur sing services were per f ormed 2 or re times per 
patient in 2 categories : Vital Signs , whe r e the per -
f ormance ratio was the highest of all 4 urgency 
classifications , and Patient t Otility . There were 3 
categories where procedures were performed 1 . 9 times 
per patient _: Hygienic and Safety Measures, Care of 
\vounds , and Interpersonal Relations . 
The staff nur se assisted 60% of this group , whil e the 
practical nurse and nursing aide each assisted ap -
proximately 27c. of the group . 
In discus s ing the types of nur sing services rendered 
in this particular Emergency ~ard in terms of a nur sing 
student emergency nursing experience , it must be kept in mind 
that the variety of types of nursing services pe r f ormed f or 
the 228 patients was relatively small . Almost one -half of t he 
1449 pro cedures performed were in the categories of Pat ient 
otility and Vital Signs . These are types of services in 
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which the student would have had plenty of previous experience, 
but in the Emergency Ward , the circumstances under which they 
were performed might be different from the inpatient areas . 
Since the student would be helping with minor surgical 
procedures , she should be adept at aseptic technique. It 
would be helpfu.l if she had completed the operating room ex-
perience before coming t o the 1 ergency Wa!'d . 
any procedures which the writer has associated with 
emergency nu.rsing were not perfor ed or were rarely performed 1 
during the period of this study . These inclu ed: control of 
he orrhage , lava e, ad inistration of oxygen, ad rninistra ion 
of toxoid~ and initial treatment of burns and traumati c in-
juries . The lack of performance of these types of procedures 
\-las probably due to the l ow percentage of emergency patients 
that came to the uni~for these are the patients who usually 
require thea types of services . he ursing student's ex-
perle ce should be planned to include these activities. This 
could be don throu h eonfere ces, r:...a ing~_,a.nd perhaps field 
trips to a busier unit or a poison center. 
One factor which the wr·iter observed that had a bear-
ing on the type of nursing service perforr.ed for the patient 
was the degree of busyness of' the ' r ency Ward, and cor-
respondingly, how much help the nurse ad. ~ven though the 
doctor ord ered . any of the nursin services, the nurse per-
formed several on her own initiative. If the unit was quiet , 
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she would routinely take vital signs on all patients ad. itted . 
However, if the unit was busy, she would be selective and do 
only · those procedures which the patient ' s condition made 
essential . 
II The staff nurse administered care to the majority of 
I 
the patients . 'l1his t'las because she was in the unit twenty-
four hours each day . The practical nurse and ursir~ aide 
functioned con~idently and efficiently and, in the opinion 
of this writer , were an asset to the Emergency Ward staff. 
Since the head nurse spent most of her time in indirect 
patient activitie s , a teaching program for nursing students 
should be planned around the staff nurse, who treated the 
large ajority of the patients and during this study period, 
took almost exclusive care of the emergency patients . 
==· 
II 
CHAPT R VI 
SU1MARY AND CO ~NDATIONS 
Summary 
The emergency unit is now playing and will continue 
to play an important role in the administration of medical 
care. This writer feels that serious consideration should be 
given to planning the types of experiences nursing students 
should receive in emergency nursing . 
Five months before this study was done, the faculty 
of the Beth Israel Hospital (Boston) School of Nursing dis-
continued the students' experience in the hospital's Emer-
gency Ward because it felt the activities in which the 
students were involved did not give them a true concept of 
emergency nursing. Since that tim~ ad inistrative changes 
had been made in the unit Which have since affected the types 
of patients treated and nursing services given. 
The problem of this study was to ascertain the types 
of nursing services now available in this Emergency Ward for 
the purpose of examining how they might be used to help build 
an ad equate experience in emergency nursing for the students 
in the hospital 's School of Nursing . 
Specifically the purpose of this study was to describe 
the content of nursing services rendered to patients treated 
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in the hospital ' s Emergency Ward and to determine how the 
various types of nursing services varied rri th the degree of 
urgency of the patients ' medical conditions . Although aug- I 
gestions were given regarding what use could be made of the II 
clinical facilities available in the unit for nursing students' 
learning experiences, this decision could only be made by the 
faculty of the School of Nursing . 
The study was conducted in the mergency Ward of the 
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston. Over the past 17 years (1940 to 
1957), this unit has had a 144~~ increase in patient population. 
This is in keeping with the national trend . The unit is now 
(1958) treating approxi tely 200 patients per week and the 
census is still growing. During the study period the range 
of patients treated was from 30 to 49 per day . 
This was a descriptive study . The sample of 258 
patients repres nted one week ' s patient activity in the 
Emerge cy Ward and was collected over a three and one-half 
week period (from 1ay 19 to June 13, 1958) by the writer in 
the role of a non-participant observer . The basic data 
collection tool was an information schedule which was con-
structed for this purpose and was tested by a trial run be-
fore it was used to collect the study oata . 
Three types of data were obtained on the patients in 
the saw~le: identifying characteristics , de ree of urgency 
of illness, and types of direct nursing services rendered. 
II 
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Questions pertaining to patients' identifying 
characteristics were: age, sex, area of residence, diagnosis, 
previously known to Emergency Ward and Outpatient Department, 
treating physic ian , disposition, hou, and day of week visit 
was made . 
The urgency classification was a prepared criteria 
which was used to class1.fy patients by degree of urgency of neJd 
for medical care. This classification was made by the pa -
tient's treating physic ian and was based on his diagnosis. 
There were 6 classifications: 
1. Booked procedures. Patients in this group had 
arranged in advance to have elective surgical 
(or diagnostic) procedures performed in or 
through the Emergency Ward . 
2 . · ergency . Patients in this group were in need 
of immediat e medical care in order to prevent 
loss of life , li b, or body function. 
3. Urgent . atients in this group were in need of 
very early medical care in order to prevent 
loss of life , limb, or body function . 
4. on- emergency . Patients in this group suffered 
from conditions such that the absence or delay 
of medical care would not threaten life, limb, 
or body funct ion. 
5. Doubtful. Patients in this group represented 
those cases where it was extremely difficult to 
render a valid judgment about urgency of need 
for edical care . 
6. UnKnown . This group included those patients 
whose physic ians did not make a decision re-
garding the urgency of their need for medical 
care . 
Nursing services were grouped into 14 categories, 
according to the purpose for which they were performed . These 
I' 
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categories were: Patient otility, Intake and Output Pro -
cedures, Hygienic and Safety •easures, Vital Signs, Procedures 
for El iminating Physical Discomfort, Procedures for Respiratory 
Relief, Care of Wounds, Preparation of Patient for Examina-
tions, Procedures Performed for Diagnostic Purposes, Post-
mortem Care, ~edications, Admission Interview, Operation 
I Consent Sheet, and Interpersonal Relations. The writer ob-
served the nursing personnel as they performed these various 
nursing pro cedures directly for patients. The observations 
were recorded on the information schedule . 
The study findings showed that the Emergency Ward 
treated as many patients for non-emergency conditions and 
booked procedures as it treated patients for immediate and 
very early medical care. Of the 119 patients in this latter 
group, only 23 were emergencies. One - fifth of the patients 
were scheduled for booked procedures . 
The patients suffered from a wide variety of illnesses, 
but one-third of them were involved in accidents. However, 
very few of these were traumatic injuries. A majority of the 
patients spent a relatively short period of time in the unit , 
2 hours or less. 
People of all ages used the Emergency Ward: children, 
young adults, middle-aged and elderly people . A majority of 
the patients lived relatively close to the hospital . There 
was little difference in sex of patients and use of the unit. 
II 
I 
-
II 
II 
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The house staff treated two-thirds of the group but · 
the private physicians treated a greater percentage of the 
more seriously ill patients than did the house staff . One -
fifth of the patients were completely discharged from medical 
care. One-third were referred to the Outpatient Department 
and one-third to private physicians , both for continued 
medical care . Few patients were either admitted to the 
hospital or expired in the unit . 
The majority of the patients crune to the unit during 
the day and evening hours, wtth more than half coming during 
the day . Patients with eme~ge cy and urgent conditions came 
during all hours . !•1ore non- emergency patients came dur·ing 
the evening. The day of the week seemed to nake no difference 
regarding when the patients came. However, one - fourth of the 
sample came over the weekend, whi ch happened to be a holiday 
weekend . The writer does not know if this weekend census was 
characteristic or not . 
Ninety-nine per cent of the pat ients received direct 
nursing services . Procedures in the 14 categories of nursing 
services were performed a total of 1449 times . Even though 
the nursing personnel rendered services to a good number of 
patients , the variety of types of servi ces performed for them 
was very small . Sixty- five per cent of all procedures per-
formed were in 3 categories: Vital Signs (26a ), Patient 
Motility (23%), and Admission Interview (16%} . The other 
.. 
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categories of nursing services were performed relatively few 
times . Many services as.sociated with emergency nursing were 
not performed . 
There was a direct relationship between the per -
form.a.nce 1•atio of nursing services and degree of urgency of 
illness . The more seriously ill the patient, the greater 
the variety and number of nursing services which l'rere per-
formed for him. The emergency patient received the greatest 
variety and the greatest number of services and the non-
emergency patient the least . The writer .felt that the degree 
of busyness of the unit had so e bearinrr on the nursing ser-
vices 't..rhich wel'e performed for the patients . 
The staff nurse rendered services to the large 
I majority of patients. This was due in part to the fact t hat 
~~ she was t he only level of nursing personnel who Horked all 
tours of dut y . The head nurse saw a relatively small per -
centage o:f the patients and '\.ias primarily concerned with ad-
ministra.tive duties and indirect nursing services . The 
practical nurse and nursing aide functioned alike . Although 
they saw a small percentage of the patients, they worked with 
confidence and efficiency and, in the opinion of this writer , 
were assets to the Elnergency \'lard nursing team. 
I 
I' 
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Recommendations 
r he ·wri er .,ecox .. ds that this study be d plicated 
in other e. e··ge cy units , of CO ilpletely differ nt c· aracteris-
tics tha..'1. the one observed in this study . If these studies 
coulil be compared, p r aps some objectives .for an emergency 
nursing experience and its place in the nursing curriculum 
could be for o.ulated . 
The iiecis ion as to whether t e E.ergency Unit is a 
suitable p ace for student experience can only be made by 
th faculty of th chool of ursing . The following commen t s 
by the l-Triter are only her opinion on this point and are not 
a formal reco~nendatio • 
Even though o e-half of the pat ients did not require 
immediate or very ear'"'ly medical care, the patient census in-
dicated that nursing students would still have en opportunity 
to assist with treatment of enough patients ~-vith m rgency ... 
type illnesses to gain a concept of emerge cy nursing. The 
objectives of' the stu ents' experience t-tould have 'co be ·Hell -
defined, well - planne , and conducted under good clinical 
supervision. However, the writer Cloes not believe that this 
Emergency ward experience l'IOul · compare ·with an experience 
gained in a unit with more emergency cases . 
An experience in this Emergency Ward might be in-
corporated vli.th the students' outpatient nursing experience. 
Both are ambulatory services and many patients treated in 
. I 
'I 
I 
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the Emergency Ward are known to the Outpatient Department 
and the medical problems are similar. The student would have 
a chance to follow the patient through the hospital 's out-
patient services. This Emergency Ward experience might also 
be correlated with the nursing problems encountered in caring 
for patients housed on 3 South~ the hospital 's inpatient 
emer gency admission nurs.ing unit . 
The variety of types of nursing services rendered to 
patients was limited, although the circumstances under which 
they were performed differed from the inpatient areas. 
Emergency conditions not treated in the unit should be dis-
cussed in conference. P)erhaps the students could attend the 
house staff teaching conferences . Field trips could also be 
arranged to supplement this experience . A reading list should 
be supplied. 
The student should be mature~ have had experience 
working with patients. of all age levels , bo adept at a eptic 
tech11ique, have a knowledge of first aid, and be secure i 
her relationships with others and her ability to meet people . 
The exper~~nce should be well- planned, sufficient 
in lengt h of time ~ a~q not overloaded with too many students 
at any one time, ~periences Should be scheduled for the day 
and evening hours . If it is desired that. t he student help 
with a minimum number o:f booked procedures, she could be 
del1b rately scheduled to work the weekeno days, when the 
booked procedures are usually not performed . The experience 
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should be planned around the activities of the staff nurse . 
And if necessary, the student could be pulled from other Emer-
gency Ward activities so she could have the opportunity to 
observe the more experienced physicians in their management 
of the more seriously ill patients. 
The '\-lriter does not feel that the unit should be used 
as an area for senior experience, meaning learning about charg II 
duties, and how to "run" the unit. This would mean the stu-
dent would spend her time with the head nurse, who saw only 
one-fifth of the patients . Not only would the student have 
less opportunity to learn emergency nursing, but she would 
not be qualified or experienced to handle the many problems 
with which the head nurse must deal. The writer does feel 
that there are enough patients who require immediate or very 
earll medical care treated in this nergency Ward, and enough 
types of nurs ing services rendered so that the nursing stu-
dents• experience, if :planned carefully, supplemented by other 
experiences, and under good clinical supervisiom, could give 
them a basic concept of emergency nursing. 
.I 
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I SU.Hl1ARY OF OBSERVATION SCHEDULE 
I (From l<lay 19 , 1958 to June 13 , 1958 ) 
Obser- Number Nwnber of I vat i on of patients period Date of Observations Hours of Observations Hours treated 
#1 l1onday, May 19 - 8 :15 P. M.-7 A. M. 10 3/4 7 
I 
Tuesday , .Hay 20 
10:45 P. M.-7 A. M. 8 1/4 2 Tues ., May 20 -Wed . , May 21 3 I 3 Thurs .,May 22 - Fri . , ~~y 23 10:45 P.M. -7 A.M . 8 1/4 8 i 
4 \'led . ,May 28 - Thurs., Hay 29 12 mid . -11 P.M. 23 32 I I (no pts 12 mid . I I 
7 A.H.) I 
10:45 A. l1. -11 P . t1 . 12 1/4 
p 
I 5 Tues . , June 3 26 f 6 Wed ., June 4 7 A •. H. - 7 P. H .. 12 27 
7 'llfiur s . , June 5 ( For Tue s • A. 1-1 . ) 7 A. M. - 10:45 A. M. 3 3/4 8 I 8 A Fri ., June 6 11 A .H. -12 mid . 13 21 6 B Sat ., June 7 12 mid . - 12 mid: 24 32 8 c Sun. , June 8 12 mid . -12 mid . 24 40 (12 mid . -6:30A . M. 
reconstructed) 
8 D l-ion . , June 9 12 mid . - 8:15 P. H. 20 1/4 38 
I 
9 Mon., June 9 (for Wed . eve . ) 8:15 P. H. - 12 mid . 3 3~4 7 10 Tues . ,June 10 (for Wed . eve . ) 7 P. M. - 8:15 P. M. 1 1 4 l 11 Fri . , June 13 7 A.M. - 11 A. M. 4 8 
:t:o 
I 
-
'0 
'0 I Total 168 1/2 hrs.258 pts~~ • I 
I trl I 
*An additional 24 patients were troate~ 
without Emergency Ward medical records 
being completed for them. 
I 
l I I 
I 
I ------------.-- -..___-- --- < - , -
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ENCY WARD STUDY: TYPES OF NURSING SERVICES 
pp . 
BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL, BOSTON 
MEDICAL CARE STUDIES UNIT 
?Y B. EW # c. PREVIOUS o. OPD E. PREVIOUS F. DATE OF VISIT G. DAY OF WEEK 
- # HSE. ADM. PATIENT EW ADM. Dy 1 Mon 4 Thur 7 Sun 
r- 0 No I 0 No I 0 No Mo. . (0 -31) 2 Tues 5 Fri 1 Yes 1 Yes 1 Yes I I I I 3 Wed 6 Sat I 
'R IN I. TOUR OF DUTY J. MARITAL STATUS K. RELIGION L. SEX M. SPECIAL CASES 
nite 1 7 am•3 pm 1 Married 1 Jewish 1 Male 1 Pre/post operative 
2 3 pm•11 pm 2 Single 2 Catholic 2 Female 2 Pacemaker 
I I 3 11 pm•7 am I 3 Widowed I 3 Protestant I I 3 Comb. 1 & 2 I 4 Div./Sep. 4 Other 4 None of above 
o. AGE GROUP P. PHYS.: Q. TOT. TIME IN EW R. DISPOSITION 
0 < 1 yr, 6 45·54 0 Surg.HO 6 Dent, HO 1 <~hr. 7 3-3~ 0 Exp. in EW 6 Priv. phys. 
1 1-4 7 55-64 1 Med. HO 7 Psych, on call 2 Yl-1 8 3Y2"4 1 DOA 7 Other inst. 
2 5·14 8 65-74 2 ENT HO 8 Private 3 1-1~ 9 4+ 2 OPD 8 Discharged 
3 15-24 9 75+ 3 GU HO 9 Comb,with priv. 4 IY2·2 3 Adm, Ward 9 Return, EW 
( ~ 25-34 I 4 Obs, HO X Other comb., 5 2-2~ I 4 Adm. Priv. X Adm., accoc 35-44 5 Ped, HO 6 2J.il-3 5 Hlth, Serv. unknown 
l.LASSIFICATION T. DISCHARGE Ox u. URGENCY v. NAME & ADDRESS 
x•disch, 6 Misc. proc,• 1 Booked proc, 
x•disch, house 2 Emergency No, & St. 
riv. 7 Observ. 3 Urge11t 
se. 8 Admit 4 Non•emerg, City 
roc,•priv. I I I I I 5 Doubtful r W. Spec. descr ip. 
I 
No. of times No. of times 
s OF NURSI c SERV11.. s TYPES OF NURSING SERVICES 
Tot HN RN PN NA Oth Tot HN RN PN NA Oth 
~AL NEEDS 32 Asst with paracentesis .... ............. .. 
t pt in/out wheelchair .............. 33 Asst, IV !blood/plasma infusion ..... 
t pt on/off stretcher ----··-·--·-·-·-· 34 Asst with aspiration ..... ... ...... ......... 
/move pt in bed ....................... . 35 Asst with collecting blood-- -· ········· 
ss/undress pt ---·-·-----····--·-··--·--- 36 Suction mouth & throat -- ·· --······------· 
ck valuables/clothing···-·-·-·--- -- 37 Irrigate eye·-·-··· -· -··--····-····-·----·····- · 
e fluids to pt -· --·--···· ···· ···---·-·--·· 38 Shave skin·- ·-····-·············· ······ ···- --·-
e/remove food tray ........ ... .. .. .... 39 Irrigate/clean/soak wound .. ........... 
d (asst) pL ....... ....... .. ... .. ..... .... 40 Remove/ apply dressing .................. 
e/remove bedpan/urinal ............ 41 Asst MD with dressing ..... .. ............ 
ly/remove restraint!. .. ...... .. .. ...... 42 Asst MD in minor surg. proc •......... 
{l sport pt to/from/within EW ... __ 43 Collect specimen: 
t pt in ambulating ..................... 44 Test urine for sugar/acetone ......... 
MENT 45 Put pt on pacemaker .................... ... 
' e enema ·-···--·--·-··· ·----·····-··· ·· ··-·· 46 Asst putting pt on pacemaker .. ... .... 
e blood pressure .... .. .......... ... .... 47 Give/assist oostmortem care .......... 
e pu I se ----- ·- ·- ·- ··-·· ··-----·-·-·---· ····· MEDICATIONS: Give-
e respiration· ·······---·--··-····--···-- 48 Oral.- ----·------ ·--···----···--······ ······---·-·· 
e oral temperature .......... .. ..... .... 49 Sub-q: (Vac[ ] Sed ] Tox [ ] ) ... 
e rectal temperature·--·-··· ·-··-·--- 50 IM: [ ] [ ] [ ] ..... 
sure intake/output····-·-······ ··-···· 51 Rectal ··-·--·-·-·· -·--·· ········ ··· ·--·········--
)leteri ze pt -·-· ···--··--·· ···--········ ··- 52 Sub-1 ingua I -··-····-··-·-··········-··········· 
t with gavage ----------···-·-···- ···-··· 53 Topical: 
t with lavage· ·-·····----- ··--··--··---· 54 Asst with IV medication .... ..... .. ...... 
1ini ster oxygen ----- ·-·-·-----·· --- ·-·· OTHER 
ly/remove HW bottle/icecap··--· ·······-- - -- --- ----- -~--------- ------- - -- - ----- -- - ----·- · · 
pare pt for exam·---· ·· -·--·-·-- ··· ··· ·· . ·····--------- ·----------- -----·· ··· ····· ·--·-····· ······ .. 
t with pelvic exam.- ........ ........ .... . .... ... . ........................... ---------- -- ------ ----- --
t with other exams: 
t with cast application .... ........ . INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS 
t with EKG .............................. ---- ------ -----------------········---------------------- ---
t with lumbar puncture ........... .. ---- --------------·······-·---- --- -- ---· ····------- ---- -- --
t with thoracentesis ............ ..... --------------------- ----------------------------------·-·· 
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1edical Care Studies Unit 
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B· RGEN CY WARD STUDY, 1958 
TYPES OF NURSING SERVICES 
CODE GUIDE 
IT 1'1 CODE 
-
App . E 
-
3/24/58 
,A. Study case number ••• •• Numbered consecutively, 
starting with #1 II 
II 
II 
II 
B. ffiv number ••• •• From EW Record 
C. Previous house admission ••• •• o •• No 
1 •• Yes 
D. OPD patient ••• 
E . Previous l admission ••• 
F. Date of visit 
( 1) !I onth ••• • •• 
( 2} Day of month ••• 
G. Day of week ••• 
•• 0 •• No 
1 •• Yes 
•• o •• No 
1 •• Yes 
•• ) •• arch 
4 .• April 
5 •• ay 
6 •• June 
etc • 
•• 01 
02 
etc . 
•• 1 •• onday 
2 •• Tuesday 
3 •• Wednesday 
4 •• Thursday 
5 • • Friday 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6 •• saturday I 7 •• sunday : 
I : ~*=========================================================~~=======---
I 
I 
,----
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H. Hour 
••• • • 01 •• 1: run- 1: .59 am 
02 • • 2 : a.m-2:59 am 
' 
etc . 
' f 
12 •• 12noon-12: 59pm I 13 •• 1pm-l: 59pm 
14 •• 2pm- 2:59pm 
15 •• 3pm- 3:59pm 
16. •4Pm-4:59pm 
17 •• 5pm- 5: 59pm 
18 • • 6pm- 6:59pm 
19 •• 7pm- 7:59pm 
2o •• epm- 8 :59pm 
21 •• 9pm- 9: 59pm 
22 •• 10pm- l0:59pm 
23 • • 11pm- 11: 59pm 
24 •• 12midnight-12:59am 
I . Tour of Duty • • • • • 1 •• 7am-3:30pm I 
2 •• 3pm- 11:30pm 
II 
3 • • llpm-7am 
J . rital status 
• • • •• 1 • •. Harried 
2 •• Single 
3 • • Widowed 
4 •• Divorced or separated 
K. Religion • • • • • 1 •• Jewish 
2 •• Catho1ic 
3 •• Protestant 
4 •• Other 
1 •• Hale I L. Sex • • • • • 
2 •• Female 
I 
M. Special Cases • • • • • 1 •• Pre -post op 
' 2 •• Pacemaker 
3 •• Combination 1&2 
4 •• None of above 
I 
o. 
P . 
Age ••• 
Age group •• • 
Physician category 
(1) Classification 
( 2) li ame 
Q. Total Time in · 'W ••• 
• •• 
- 149 -
28- 29 • • Years of age 
• • 0 •• Under 1 
1 • • 1-4 
2 •• .5-14 
3 •• 1.5-24 
4 •• 25- 34 
5 •• 35-41+ 
6 •• 45-54 
7 •• 55-64 
8 •• 65-74 
9 •• 75 + 
•• O •• Surgical house officer 
1 •• 11edical house oi'ficer 
2 • • T house oi'ficer 
3 •• GU house officer 
4 •• Obs . house officer 
5 •. Ped . house of:f'icer 
6 •• Denta1 house officer 
7 .. Psychiatrist-on-cal1 
•• Pr i v·a te physic ian 
9 •• Combination, with 
private 
• • Oth r combinations 
•• From ~!JW !tecord 
•• 1 •• Less than 1/2 hour 
2 • • 1/2 up to 1 
3 •• 1 up to 1 1/2 
4 •. 1 112 up to 2 
5 •• 2 up to 2 1/2 
6 •• 2 112 up to 3 
7 •• 3 up to 3 1/2 
•• 3 112 up to 4 
9 •• 4 and over 
I 
II 
II 
FRO:t-1 EW REGIST.uR 
---- -- --------
R. Dispos ition ••• 
s . Rx Clas sification ••• 
T. 
u. 
v. 
\.Y . 
Discharge Diagnosis 
{ 1) Write in 
Ur•gency of Visit 
• • • 
N~-ne and Address • •• 
Special description 
of patients 
• • • 
• • • 
- 1.50 -
• • 0 • • 'xpired in EW 
1 • • DOA 
2 •• OPD 
3 •• Admit ward 4 .. Admit private 
5 •• H alth service 
6 •• Private physician 
7 •• 0ther institution 
8 •• Discharged 
9 •• Return t o EW 
X •• Admit, Accommodations 
unknown 
•• l •• Private Rx & discharged 
2 •• House Rx and discharged 
3 •• surgica1 -private 
4 •• surgical-house 
. . 
• • 
•• 
•• 
•• 
5 •• I'-1isc . procedure-private 
6 •• isc . procedure - house 
7 •• 0bservation 
•• Admit 
1 •• Booked Procedure 
2 •• Emergency 
3 • • Urgent 4 .. Non-emergency 
5 • • Doubtful 
mployee 
Police case 
Nursing student 
liorkmen ' s compensation 
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